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• Production-proven Integrated Renderer
• Super Fast Bullet Dynamics
• Simple Object Fracturing
• Incredible Instancing
• Integrated Python Scripting
• Robust ZBrush GoZ TM Support
• Effective Unity Game Engine Support
• Powerful Geometry Cache System
(MDD & Autodesk Geometry Cache)
• Rock-solid FBX I/O for Rigs, Geometry,
Lights, and Camera
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Bring in the Change

Introducing the LightWave

LightWave celebrates more than 20 years

with our brilliant development team ensures

Limited Edition series of

of artistry in 2012 and, as we prepare to

we understand the needs of 3D artists.

collectible t-shirts. The first of

usher in 20+ more, we’d like to share with

these limited-quantity tees

you some of our newest developments for

will be unveiled at SIGGRAPH

the software, the people behind the brand,

2012 in Los Angeles, with

and the artists who continue to make us so

others debuting throughout

successful.

Add to that the additional LightWave user
team members which I have added to the
team in the past two years and the parallels
are obvious—we understand production
pipelines and the need for design tools

the year at other LightWave
3D Group events and in the
online LightWave 3D store.

During my two short years at NewTek,

that provide the most rapid visual feedback

many significant enhancements have been

possible to achieve creative freedom

made to LightWave—everything from the

without unnecessary complexity or tedious

addition of VPR (viewport preview renderer)

set up.

to the implementation of GoZ technology
for Pixologic’s ZBrush software. We’ve
added many new features and improved
the workflow and flexibility of LightWave
to meet the needs of 3D artists who are
creating everything from architectural
visualization to feature films and episodic
television.

LightWave

software

defines

reliable,

straightforward simplicity for 3D design and

Rob Powers
President
NewTek LightWave 3D Group

advanced rendering. Just look at the shots in
recent feature film projects like Spiderman
and The Hunger Games or indie films like
Iron Sky and Richard Mans’ singular labor
of love Abiogenesis to see how LightWave
is enabling artists to create and deliver the

SIGGRAPH 2012 marks the formation of the

best work in the industry.

LightWave 3D Group, a Division of NewTek,
Inc and with it the introduction of many
exciting new reveals like the announcement
of LightWave 11.5 and its many tools to
help you move images from imagination
to screen. We are also pleased to introduce
a completely new LightWave website and
online store at lightwave3d.com, an all new
dongleless licensing system for LightWave,
and of course our brand new LightWave
magazine.
My production background with more than
20 years experience in CG and film and
background as a LightWave artist delivering
visual effects, animation and art direction for

Get yours today at
www.lightwave3d.com before it’s too late.

6 | LightWave Magazine | www.lightwave3d.com

companies like Lightstorm Entertainment,
Dreamworks, and Klieser-Walczak coupled

Our vision is to continue to innovate
and provide you with the most powerful,
reliable set of 3D design tools possible.
We champion the artist and respect the
incredibly powerful, singular artistic vision
that can give birth to a unique voice through
animation and imagery.
Thank you for supporting our efforts and
for all of the amazing work that you have
created with LightWave. Your work has
touched and inspired people all over the
world through stories and adventures that
you made possible.
Oel ngati kame (which means “I see you”
in Na’vi).

Rob Powers
LightWave Magazine | www.lightwave3d.com | 7
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Introducing the
NewTek LightWave
3D Group

T

he past year has proven to be

Director Lino Grandi, 3D User Interface

The Amazing Spider-Man) and specialized

a fantastic year for NewTek. In

Designer Matt Gorner, Lead Editorial Artist

studios such as Dilated Pixels and Rogue

November 2011 NewTek hosted

Cody Burke, Developer James Willmott, and

State, being based in the greater Los Angeles

the VFX Minds event at the Television

Design Lead Johanna Roussel. Fueled by a

Academy of Arts and Sciences in Burbank,

dynamic development team, the LightWave

Calif. where more than 600 people gathered

3D Group is working together to create a

to honor artists and studios who have either

product roadmap that unveils industry-first

won or been nominated for an Emmy® Award.

features to meet the needs of 3D artists in

A planned surprise at the event was the

all market segments.

unveiling of NewTek LightWave 11 software,
which was applauded by enthusiastic crowds
at the Academy and around the world via a
live broadcast feed. A few short months later
at NAB 2012 in Las Vegas, NewTek received
numerous industry awards for its nextgeneration TriCaster live production and
media publishing solutions—the TriCaster
8000, TriCaster 855 and TriCaster 455, which
were announced at the show.
Fast forward to SIGGRAPH 2012 as NewTek
introduces the LightWave 3D Group , a Division
of NewTek, Inc. that will be spearheaded by
its newly appointed President Rob Powers
and several new staff members within the
LightWave 3D Group.

Together this new

team plan to elevate the LightWave brand
worldwide.
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area is guaranteed to help accelerate product
development at the LightWave 3D Group.
“We are more exited about LightWave now
than we have ever been,” states Academy
Award winning visual effects supervisor

“The entire LightWave team is excited about

Doug Drexler. “The new features added to

the product roadmap and development

LightWave by Rob and his team have been

direction for LightWave 3D. In fact, we are

extremely helpful to our workflow and seem

so excited that we literally can’t wait to
get to work every day,” explains Rob Powers,
president , LightWave 3D Group. “I know

to be coming at an incrediblly fast rate.
LightWave is our tool of choice.”

that seems a bit hard to believe but it is the

One of the first initiatives in the newly formed

absolute truth. We are building a roadmap for

LightWave 3D Group was the launch of an

some amazing technology and it continues
to fuel our enthusiasm.”

entirely new LightWave website and online
store at www.lightwave3d.com. The new web

The NewTek LightWave 3D Group is based in

site is designed as a hub for all things

Burbank, Calif., near many of the top studios

LightWave, where artists and enthusiasts

using LightWave 3D in their production

alike can find new content on a regular basis.

pipelines. From Emmy® Award and VES
Award winning studios such as Stargate
Digital (The Walking Dead, Pan Am, Touch, The
Event, Heroes) and Nickelodeon Animation

Visitors to LightWave3d.com will be able to
learn from and be inspired by industry news
and reviews, LightWave tutorials and videos,

Studio (SpongeBob SquarePants, The Fairly

artist features and galleries, and much more

New hires within the LightWave 3D team

Odd Parents, Kung Fu Panda) to Pixomondo

created by LightWave artists from around

include professional rigger and Technical

Burbank (Terra Nova, The Hunger Games,

the world.

LightWave Magazine | www.lightwave3d.com | 9
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itself in Battlestar Galactica, Wes Sargent of
Stargate (SG:1), Tuomas Kankola of Iron Sky
and many others are creating high-end sets
and lighting for the show. “This combination
of experience and raw talent is really starting
to pay off,” explains Myers. “We are attracting
the attention of not only the LightWave
community at large but also producers in
Vancouver, Toronto and Los Angeles.”
Stasys will be a fully CG, stereoscopic
web

series

complete

with

believable

CG characters. “The goal is to make the
show as photorealistic as possible.” Myers
continues, “While we can do that easily
using LightWave’s superior technology, the
show will live or die, in my opinion, based on
how the drama is presented onscreen using
skillful motion capture of our actors and
their faces. It has to look and feel awesome

Stasys will be a fully CG, stereoscopic web series complete with believable CG characters.

at all times,” he exclaimed. “Thankfully we
now have that part covered and can do it on
the micro budgets we are working with.”
The Stasys motion capture solution combines
Ipi Soft’s DMC motion capture software,
working with two Kinect for Xbox 360

Production news
Staying the Course with Stasys

A

systems and six PSEye cameras for moves
that require a larger space for capture. In
conjunction with the Ipi Soft DMC product,
Stasys will also take advantage of the power
of Origami Digital’s JimmyRig software,
which also works with the Kinect. “This
will give us the best range of solutions for
body motion capture without having to

A new trend is emerging for artists—

productions like Battlestar Galactica and the recent

use mocap suits or large stage areas, which

one

Hollywood,

independent film Iron Sky gives him the knowledge

we don’t have access to,” says Myers. “The

studio execs and creative restrictions

and confidence to launch the project. Add to it a

biggest challenge isn’t really getting an

to deliver truly independent productions for

dynamic team of artists and volunteers from around

actor to move, but getting an actor to be a

both the silver screen and the Internet. One such

the world, all working together via the Internet, and

character when using motion capture,” he

indie project utilizing LightWave throughout the

the stage is set.

continued. “That means the facial capture

that—bypasses

production pipeline, is Stasys—an action adventure
sci-fi thriller web series from Kelly “Kat” Myers,
creator, writer, director, VFX supervisor and artist
for the series.

Myers credits the LightWave community for its
support, which he explains has been pivotal in
the creation of the Stasys universe. Newcomers
alongside seasoned VFX veterans like Eric Chu,

has to be top notch, which is why we chose
the Dynamixyz Performer Suite for our facial
capture solution.”
After witnessing a Dynamixyz demonstration

The production of Stasys is ambitious, but

famed concept artist who created the centurians,

at the Stasys production offices in Vancouver,

Myers’ extensive background with leading sci-fi

basestars, raiders and the design of the Galactica

Myers knew they had the right solution for

10 | LightWave Magazine | www.lightwave3d.com

the production. “I’m a big fan of motion
capture technology that has a minimal
dependence on other products to get usable
results,” explained Myers. “We need to shoot,
solve and render our scenes as quickly as
possible and by combining these products
together with LightWave in our pipeline we
can do just that.”
Currently Myers and his team are working
on finishing various sets shown in the first
episodes of Stasys as negotiations with
actors move towards completion. Once the
actors are secured, the crew will begin photo
scanning the actors and the CG characters
will start to spring to life. “Because of the
way I have set things up with our motioncapture pipeline I can have a an entire
episode of mocap ‘in the can’ for the body
movements before the actors even sign on,
leaving critical moves for scenes until later
or filling in holes if required,” declared Myers.
“It’s a great solution and I can only consider
doing this because of how well LightWave
works with data from other sources. It is the
center of Stasys”, he continued. “I can’t wait
to show the teaser and the first episode that
are slated for later this year.”
The first Stasys teaser is planned for
October with the first episode appearing in
December 2012. Follow the production at
www.stasys.tv.
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Introducing Lightwave 11.5

Introducing

LightWave 11.5
New features abound for modeling, flocking, instancing, FiberFX and more, including
Genoma, a powerful character rigging tool for Modeler.
By Ben Vost

N

ewTek LightWave 11 made
its debut earlier this year,
bringing new functionality to

an already robust 3D modeling, animation
and rendering program. Some of the many
new features in LightWave 11 that are widely
used by artists include built-in instancing,
Bullet hard body dynamics, and Flocking
along with new workflow options such as
GoZ support for Pixologic’s ZBrush software
and the Unity game engine development
platform.
At SIGGRAPH 2012, the NewTek LightWave
3D Group introduced LightWave 11.5,
which incorporates several new features
for modeling, flocking, instancing, hair and
fur generation, and more. It also introduces

DOF in VPR

Genoma, an advanced modular character
rigging system for use in LightWave Modeler.

12 | LightWave Magazine | www.lightwave3d.com

Modeler

allows the user to bevel an object and keep

aligned to normal. Use it with single or

In LightWave 11.5, Modeler sees new

polygons grouped (if desired).

multiple background objects; placed meshes

functionality and architectural changes that

Heat Shrink: Achieves the desired amount

can be scaled or rotated as they are placed.

are designed to improve tool interactivity

of shrinkage by conforming geometry to

Merge

and support rapid tool development. These

a background object. Additionally, the

applications are sometimes triangulated and

new tools for Modeler not only improve

foreground geometry can be transformed

need to be optimized into quad or larger

the system’s power, they also lay the

to match the background, or any place in

polygons. This optimization can now be done

groundwork for future third-party modeling

between.

directly within LightWave.

tool development.

Place Mesh: A tool to place a background

Edit Edges: A new tool designed to

Chamfer: A straightforward rapid tool that

object onto a foreground object’s polygons,

complement Modeler’s Edge mode to slide,

Triangles:

Meshes

from

other

LightWave Magazine | www.lightwave3d.com | 13
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Introducing Lightwave 11.5

Flocking

modeling tools to mirror, move, rotate and

fit with mixed software pipelines. It includes

stretch a Genoma rig is a huge productivity

FBX interchange tools and geometry cache

advantage. Complex character and creature

support, including LightWave’s native MDD

rigs can be completed with lightning speed.

format and Autodesk’s Geocache.

Updatability: If deforming a rig in Modeler

After Effects Workflow: You now have the

the features and functionality of LightWave

isn’t to your liking, you can still change and

ability to select elements in a scene and see

and this newest release is no exception.

update the character rig in Layout.

them in Adobe After Effects by pressing the

With new features that empower artists

“GoAE” button. Animation, lights and camera

in production environments of all sizes,

settings are supported. Necessary changes

LightWave 11.5 streamlines creativity with

can be made using the camera tracker in After

everything from advanced model creation

Effects before returning to work in LightWave.

and animation to rendering, file interchange

ZBrush GoZ Support including Fiber Meshes:

and workflow.

Creates a powerful interchange between

A new user license of LightWave 11.5 is priced

LightWave and ZBrush by allowing you to

at $1495; registered LightWave 11 users can

send models to ZBrush for futher detailing

receive the LightWave 11.5 upgrade at no

and texturing and return them to LightWave

charge. Upgrade pricing for other versions of

for final rendering with node flows for

LightWave is $695. Visit www.lightwave3d.

texture and normal maps automatically set

com to learn more about LightWave and

up. LightWave 11.5 also allows you to use

download a full-trial version of the software.

Bullet
In LightWave 11.5 the Bullet Dynamics
collision avoidance and similar situations.

settings allow you to save time by copying

Extend It: A true multi-tool that can work

Plane Director: A director that prevents any

and pasting settings.

on points, edges or polygons, highlighting

agent from moving through it, which is useful

them as you pass over them. Use it to create

for things like avoiding ground penetration.

FiberFX

new geometry or correct existing meshes—it

When grouped together, it can be used to

FiberFX can be used to add detail such

automatically welds points that are close

make a trench or tunnel.

as fur, hair and feathers. This feature

Pursuit Director: Similar to the Goal feature,

maintains consistency throughout various

but it aims ahead of the director for a more

lighting set ups and is extremely useful for

Split: This feature is designed to split

natural pursuit behavior.

enhancing organic objects and creatures.

polygons—it highlights edges automatically

Arrive Director: The agent slows down as it

create, and delete edges and more.

together and can be used to extend edges or
extrude polygons.

and can be used to snap to the center of an
edge by holding down the Ctrl key.

approaches the director, stopping when it
reaches the resting point. The default Arrive

system includes new geometry functionality
and is faster than ever before.
Soft Body Dynamics: Create cloth, jelly-like
substances or other deforming soft-body
objects with the same speed and ease of
creating rigid-body effects.
Reactive to Bones: Bullet meshes are now
reactive to bone deformations and animated
characters can now have dynamics-based
clothing.

and a fully volumetric option for true fiber

Forces: Wind complements gravity in Bullet.

into LightWave and attached to objects.

Rendering

Unity Game Engine Support: Enables a

guide curves, which can be brought directly

Thicken: An enhancement that thickens

behavior is to pick a spot on a sphere or disk

Multiple Styles Saved with the Object:

geometry interactively. Multiple segments

and if attached to a mesh, the vertices are

Vmaps are used to store multiple styles

True to form, the LightWave 11.5 render

Unity with an automated FBX file export

can be thickened to create separate surfaces.

used.

in an object using FiberFX. Complex hair

engine

system, which updates every time a LightWave

setups, for example, are now stored with the

improvements with new functionality added

object rather than with the hairstyles using

to the Viewport Preview Renderer (VPR) to

the displacement handlers in a scene. Now

bring it in line with the main renderer.

characters do not need to be “Loaded From

DOF & Motion Blur in VPR: Depth-of-field

Unwrap UVs: A new UV unwrapper for

Node Editor Controls: The user can control

complex objects that splits geometry along

the banking and locking of a flock to an

selected edges.

object, corkscrewing as they move using the

Flocking

new nodal controls.

Flocking is a specialized particle system that

Instancing

allows items to move in very organic ways. The

Instancing allows you to exponentially

intelligent algorithms within the LightWave

increase the perceived complexity of scenes

flocking system simulate natural motion in,

and animation by duplicating an item in

for example, a flock of birds, a swarm of

memory without the typical limitations

insects, or even a herd of creatures. This

encountered with non-instanced geometry.

allows for very complex looking animation

This is ideal for easily creating crowds, forests

with very intricate natural motion that can be

or any other incredibly complex renders.

used to create anything from crowd scenes to

Per Object Controls for an Instance Generator:

aerial airplane dogfights.

All scale, stretch, offset, rotate and nodal

Predator/Prey Agent Types: With this new

controls for an instanced object in a specific

feature, every flock is, by default, prey. If one

instance can now all be different in the same

agent is the predator, other agents in the

instance panel.

flock will seek out and chase the closest

Path Mode Optimizations: Now multi-

prey in the scene. The prey will turn and
run away, trying to obey the other directors
in the scene. Neutral flocks do not chase or
get chased, but still affect other agents for

14 | LightWave Magazine | www.lightwave3d.com

threaded to take full advantage of today’s
high-performance processors.
Copy and Paste Functions: New individualized

continues

to

include

speed

Genoma

Viewport Preview Renderer from the camera

Sometimes it’s the little improvements and

view. Now you can get a better idea of how

enhancements that really help streamline

Genoma is the codename for the new

your DOF and motion blur effects are going

workflow.

modular instant rigging system in LightWave

to turn out in the full render—a very useful
addition for rapid visualization and concept

Longer Modeler Object Name: Now you can

11.5. With Genoma, the speed at which you
can quickly rig a simple biped, quadruped or

design. These beautiful photographic effects

even a two-headed dragon is phenomenal.

are now interactive, which opens the door for

And, modifying a rig is simple—you can use

more experimentation.

the tools in Modeler instead of specialized

Stereoscopic

rigging tools.

Anaglyph rendering is now supported in

Modular Rig Presets: The main engine for

VPR to experience stereoscopic effects

Genoma includes a large number of modular

interactively at a much higher resolution

rig presets. These consist of skeletal parts

than in OpenGL.

including spines, wings, arms, legs, and

The LightWave 3D Group continues to extend

Ben Vost is the documentation lead for
the NewTek LightWave 3D Group and a
LightWave instructor based in France.

scene changes.

and motion blur can now be used in the

Rendering:

All Wrapped Up

seamless transfer between LightWave and

Workflow
Enhancements

Scene” to maintain their hairstyles.

read, especially when the network is complex.

Pixologic’s Zbrush hair styling tools to create

FiberFX includes a fast pixel-filter fiber type
reflections and refractions.

015

Stereoscopic

hands and feet. Complete rigs for bipeds and

Interchange

quadrupeds are also easily customizable.

Not only is LightWave a complete studio

Tools: Use any of the tools in Modeler to

in a box, it also includes many powerful

prepare a rig. Being able to use existing

interchange tools that are designed to easily

have longer object names and view them in

Stereoscopic Rendering

the object dropdown menu in Modeler.
Dome Light with Image: Add a spherical map
or light probe to a Dome light to render more
realistic shadows. It can also be used as a
buffer export for a single light in a scene.
Surface Editor: In addition to copying and
pasting surfaces, you can paste individual
surface editor tabs or nodes to a new surface
to speed up the copying and pasting of
surface details.
Curved Node Connectors: Having curved node

Genoma

connectors makes any nodal network easier to

LightWave Magazine | www.lightwave3d.com | 15
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Story
Story

Engrossing
Effects

LightWave 3D brings cutting-edge visual effects to life in The Walking Dead
By Courtney E. Howard

T

elevision producers and network executives have, since

series by the same name, The Walking Dead has captivated TV

the invention of the television, sought after a secret

audiences for two seasons and is already whetting appetites for its

recipe, a combination of quality ingredients capable of

highly anticipated third season, scheduled to begin airing in October.

delivering a blockbuster series. Audiences have, at the same time,

The post-apocalyptic drama follows small-town Sheriff’s Deputy Rick

been searching for a network program capable of consistently

Grimes (played by Andrew Lincoln) and a small group of survivors,

providing that perfect potion. AMC’s The Walking Dead has come

including Rick’s wife Lori (Sarah Wayne Callies) and son Carl

closer than virtually all other series with its blend of compelling

(Chandler Riggs), as they struggle to survive in the zombie-infested

story, relatable characters, and seamless special effects.

Georgia countryside.

Creative Conglomerate
The creative concoction that is The Walking Dead blends real-world
and computer-graphics (CG) elements, characters, and environments.
Artists at Stargate Studios, an international production services and
postproduction company, merge that which is real and imagined, as
well as dead and undead, into a convincing, cohesive whole on a
weekly basis.
Based on Robert Kirkman’s popular zombie apocalypse comic book

16 | LightWave Magazine | www.lightwave3d.com

Image courtesy Stargate

Stargate Studios has worked on The Walking Dead since the beginning,

Studios

contributing eye-catching effects over all three seasons. The show’s
VFX and CG elements continue to grow in complexity and number

isn’t very glamorous, are also part of the

zombies, dead bodies, wounds, blood,

zombies, such as an iron poker or a hoe,”

package,” admits Al Lopez, vice president

entrails—all the extra gross stuff,” Lopez

Lopez adds. “We have even burnt zombies.”

of creative services at Stargate Studios in

describes. “They like to see a lot of heavy

A little known fact, however, is that

South Pasadena, California.

blood splattering in the shots, and that’s

many of the show’s environments are

“The CG content varies from episode to episode, but always includes

Digital artists handle all the gore that

us adding that effect.”

actually the digital handiwork of Stargate

VFX shots where we’re adding virtual zombies, blood and bullet hits,

one might expect to accompany an

“We also extend whatever the main

Studios. Much of the show is shot on

wounds, and stuff like that. Fixing and cleaning up shots, which

onslaught of the undead. “Crowds of

characters are using to impale these

bluescreen, with artists crafting virtual

from episode to episode, and from season to season.

Artistic Endeavor

LightWave Magazine | www.lightwave3d.com | 17
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story - the Walking Dead

most of whom use two PCs and dual

Stargate Studios uses a proprietary system,

monitors. “Our main applications

called VOS or Visual Operating System,

are NewTek’s LightWave 3D and

that ties all the artists, producers, and

Autodesk’s Maya in 3D, Adobe’s

supervisors together. “It allows us to have

After

compositing,

one place where everything is clearly

[Vicon’s] boujou for tracking, and

organized,” Lopez says. “We don’t have

everyone has [Adobe’s] Photoshop,”

artists digging through things; everything

Lopez mentions.

is systematized. It allows an artist to focus

Effects

in

on the work and on the art, not spending

Global
Epidemic
Stargate

Studios

time looking for elements, notes, camera
information, or anything else.”
VOS is tied into each of the facilities and
operates

offices in California and Georgia,
Vancouver and Toronto in Canada,
and Germany. “The Georgia facility
was started up this season to
service The Walking Dead; that’s

Image courtesy Stargate Studios

where they shoot,” Lopez explains.
“Most of the work on the series previously

sets, set extensions, and matte painting backgrounds. “We have
built bidi (bi-directional) extensions, vision extensions, and multiple

was done in L.A., but there have been times

Tight Timeline

when other facilities have been engaged

environments,” Lopez explains. Sweeping views of Hershel’s vast farm

Stargate completes all VFX and CG work within a 10-day turnaround

and the Georgian landscape are beautiful matte paintings inspired by

for each episode. “From the time we get the plates in to when we

a variety of different locales.

have to deliver finals, it’s usually temps in one week and finals in

in working on the show. We look at the
team, at everyone, and at the availability
of good talent.”

two weeks—that’s a typical recipe for turnaround on

Suspending Disbelief

The Walking Dead. When there is a big CG sequence,

The show’s premise, considered plausible by some and far-fetched

we might get an extra week,” Lopez notes.

by others, has mesmerized audiences, with help from the VFX

When an episode comes into Stargate Studios,

craftsmanship of Stargate Studio artists.

the staff studies the script, looks at the shots,

Although the zombie apocalypse circumstance holds no basis in reality,

establishes what VFX elements are needed, and

as yet, the artists consistently deliver realistic, organic effects that keep

determines which artists are not only available,

viewers immersed in the story. Even seasoned CG and visual effects

but also the best fit for a particular shot. Lopez,

(VFX) veterans find it difficult to determine what is prosthetic and what

who oversees all 250 artists working throughout

is digital—a serious accomplishment on screens big and small.

the company’s five international studios, is

Achieving feature film-quality effects on a weekly television show is

responsible for assigning shots on a number of

no mean feat, and that goal is top of mind for everyone at Stargate.

hit TV shows to the optimal artist for each task.

“The audiences are used to that quality and we can’t deliver less on

The size of the Stargate Studios team working

TV just because we have less time and fewer resources to do it,” Lopez

on The Walking Dead can vary from episode to

affirms. “We always have that task ahead of us; for that reason, it’s

episode, based on the postproduction needs of

really important for us as a studio to be as efficient as we can when

each. Each show averages between three and

we work and how we work.”

five 3D artists and twice as many compositors,
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they try to get us some of those shots earlier and

Image courtesy Stargate

all major applications used at Stargate. “All
the artists are working together, across all
our facilities,” Lopez continues. “What’s nice
is we can be absolutely slammed at one
facility and have artists who are not as busy
in other facilities. Because of that Visual
Operating System, they’re tied in, they have
all the footage, they have all the notes,

019

The Quick
and the Dead
Stargate Studios’ 3D workflow, which
extends across remote facilities, currently
employs a mix of LightWave 3D and Maya,
but it was not always this way. “When I
came to Stargate eight years ago, it was
strictly a Maya house and, because I was a
LightWave artist and people I had worked for
before were LightWave artists, I introduced
the software package to the company,”
Lopez recalls. “We brought in LightWave
and LightWave artists and integrated it
into the pipeline.”
Lopez, a longtime LightWave artist, started
his career running an early LightWave beta
on an Amiga computer alongside NewTek’s
Video Toaster software/hardware bundle.

and they have everything we have here.
Artists there can work on the show that’s
mostly being done in L.A. and Georgia.
That is really key for us—when you work
in television, you have to be absolutely as
efficient as possible.”

Because I was
a LightWave
artist and people
I had worked
for before were
LightWave artists,
I introduced the
software package
to the company...”

Studios
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No Guts,
No Glory

and digital zombies. “We have 3D zombies,

Series. (The pilot episode won a Primetime

everything from deep background to close to

Emmy for Outstanding Prosthetic Makeup

camera,” he says.

for a Series, Miniseries, Movie, or a Special.)

The Walking Dead has no shortage of

When Grimes awakens in an empty hospital,

“I am proud of the work that we do,” Lopez

he steps outside for the first time and

says, “and the fact that when people watch

quickly realizes that something has gone

this show, we don’t take them out of picture

horribly wrong. “We pan over this field to a

with the visual effects. They don’t question

parking lot, where there’s an abandoned Army

it; they buy everything as being real.”

encampment with helicopters and tents and

Lopez and

stuff like that,” Lopez describes. “There’s a real

marvel at “all those complex elements and

helicopter and, 10 to 15 feet to the left of it,

effects that we are able to do, that kind of

there’s a CG helicopter that is absolutely dead-

complexity and quality, really allows them

on perfect. You wouldn’t know it wasn’t there

to enjoy the show without knowing there’s

Sometimes, I will have him finish the

on the day of the shoot.”

a CG 3D model in there. We definitely have

shots in LightWave.”

At the same time, many of the zombies’ faces

that nailed down.”

One of the more iconic shots from

are fitted with prosthetics. “As much as they

Stargate Studios will continue to employ

can do with the prosthetics, they do. We come

LightWave 3D in its workflow for The

in and do what they can’t,” Lopez clarifies.

Walking Dead and other popular, graphics-

“Obviously, you can’t disembowel a zombie,

rich television programs. “LightWave 3D has

cut him up, and have all his guts and entrails

always been reliable. We know what we

splattering and coming out—all that is CG.

can get out of it and, more importantly, we

When they are disemboweling people, you see

are happy with the way we see LightWave

guts coming out, or zombies are cut in half,

evolving,” Lopez says. “We always check each

overrun with an army of zombies.

that’s CG.”

year to see where our main applications are

The tank and zombies immediately

In another memorable scene, Grimes and the

going. We’re really pleased and excited about

around it are real; the rest was built

audience meet what people call “bicycle girl”

where we see LightWave 11 right now and

in painstaking detail by Stargate

or “torso girl,” who is cut in half and crawling

what NewTek is doing with it. It’s definitely

artists. “The zombies, at that point,

on the grass. She is outfitted with prosthetics

going to keep us on track with LightWave.”

complicated CG elements and VFX.
“The modeling tools in LightWave are
superior,” Lopez describes. “That’s why
I tend to do more-complicated models
in LightWave. Plus, one of my best
modelers is a LightWave guy. Obviously,
I’m going to defer to him and get him
to model any kind of really complex
or really difficult model in LightWave.

the first season of The Walking Dead
was also one of the most complex
models. Grimes and other survivors
are huddled inside a military tank
surrounded

by

the

undead

or

“walkers.” The shot pulls up from the
tank, revealing the city of Atlanta

Image courtesy Stargate Studios

I have been
in television all
my life as far as
visual effects go,
and it has always
been a very fast
tool for doing
very high-quality
work.

021

his

colleagues

sometimes

were primarily done in Maya but the

until her waist, and wears a blue, spandex suit

Even so, says Lopez, “You can have the best

entire virtual set—the buildings and the

from the waist down. “It’s a marriage of the two:

tools in the world, but if you don’t have

“On TV, there’s a really fast turnaround and

entire downtown area of the city—was done

CG and prosthetics,” says Lopez. “We replaced

the talent behind it, you have nothing. The

says. “I love the tools.”

you are always going to say, ‘I wish I had more

in LightWave,” Lopez says.

everything in blue” with digital intestines

tools facilitate the artists to get to where

Lopez brought LightWave 3D to Stargate for

time.’ That is the biggest challenge. One of

trailing behind, re-animated the grass, and

several reasons. “Bringing that package into

the things that has helped is LightWave. Its

critical. With the wrong tool, you’ll get there,

the pipeline here really helped,” he affirms.

rendering has always been fast, especially for

“First and foremost, it allowed me to tap into

the quality you get, so it gives artists more

Invisible
Effects

they need to be with their work and are also

blended the CG with the practical set.

some very talented artists.

time to work on a shot before we have to

Stargate

“I’ve been using LightWave all my life,” he

“I have been in television all my life as far as

drop it on the farm,” Lopez enthuses. “That has
always been a big plus.

artists

are

accomplished

at

extending sets and inserting CG elements

Winning with
Walkers

next to real-world actors and vehicles, and

The Walking Dead has been nominated for

been a very fast tool for doing very high-

“It was dead-on easy to bring it here, to

doing so imperceptibly. “Integrating CG,

several awards. The pilot, including the

quality work,” Lopez adds. “Achieving high-

show them the work that I and artists I knew

photoreal models side by side with real,

LightWave and Maya artists who worked on

quality, photo-real images with the LightWave

had done, and show them the quality of the

practical elements in the plate and no one

the episode, received three nominations for

renderer is easy. It does an excellent job and

renders and the work in LightWave,” Lopez

knowing—that is one of the big challenges,”

the 63rd Primetime Emmy Awards, including

it’s a fast tool for television. To me that has

says. “There was never a question; the tool

admits Lopez. The artists keep upping the

Outstanding Special Visual Effects for a

always been the edge and advantage to

spoke for itself.”

ante, adding more detail to zombie actors

visual effects go, and LightWave has always

but you’ll have a hell of a time. LightWave is
a great tool for us.”

Courtney Howard is a devotee of “The Walking
Dead” and an industry writer specializing
in digital film, design, and entertainment
technologies.

LightWave.
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Story

Space Age Meets
Space Command

LightWave luminaries join
forces with science-fiction
visionaries and visual effects
artists to launch an innovative
film series with a retro art
style.
By Courtney E. Howard

A
The VFX
department and art
department, who
handle the visuals
and art from start
to finish, are all
using LightWave.
It’s the culture of
the group.

team of talented science-fiction
visionaries are charting a course
for the future of digital filmmaking
with Space Command, a new series of original,
independent films with an artistic style
reminiscent of the 1950s.
Blazing this new trail are pioneers Marc Scott
Zicree, award-winning writer and producer;
Doug Drexler, an Academy Award- and Emmy
Award-winning visual effects (VFX) supervisor,
art director, and producer; and Neil Johnson,
producer and director. These longtime scifi artists and fanatics—joined by several
enthusiastic colleagues from previous projects,
including multiple Star Trek television series—
are breathing 3D life into a vintage 2D art style.

Retro Rebirth
Space Command provides a glimpse of the future
from the past. VFX artists working on the project
will return audiences to a time and art style long
forgotten by some and still heralded by many.
Throughout the 1950s, a starry-eyed Drexler
pored over science-fiction (sci-fi) comic books,
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“In LightWave, all of us can essentially do
the whole program,” Drexler continues.
“We [LightWave artists] are really good
generalists; a person can take a shot from
A to Z. I’ll build it, texture it, light it, set
up the camera, do the previz, render out
the elements, the whole thing—I’m not
passing it off.

his young imagination taking flight and
reaching as far as the cosmos. Comic-book
artists and writers of the time planted a
seed that, following decades working on
popular sci-fi television series, Drexler will
see blossom in this innovative series.
“I grew up on it. I dreamt it for years.
I’ve collected images, and I have favorite
artists—guys that a lot of the younger
guys have never even heard of. Most of
the guys I’m working with they grew up
with it too,” Drexler explains as he names
such examples as Wernher von Braun,
rocket scientist, aerospace engineer, and
space architect; Disney’s Man in Space,
and Wallace Wood, an American comic
book writer and artist, best known for
his work in EC Comics. “Wally Wood is a
grandfather on this thing, and I have to
give a lot of credit to EC Comics, including
Bill Gains and Al Feldstein. In the ’50s, they
did really great science fiction with stories
by Ray Bradbury.”
Drexler’s passion for retro sci-fi has not
wavered since that time, nearly 60 years,
and he’s pouring all that enthusiasm and
creativity into Space Command, with the
help of modern hardware and software
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tools, including NewTek’s LightWave 3D.
“We are fulfilling a genre that was never
fulfilled. Now it can be,” he admits.
“What we’re doing [with Space Command]
is like what was in the comic books of the
’50s, not what was on television or in the
movies when they didn’t have much to work
with technologically,” Drexler emphasizes.
“Back in the ’50s, you could do anything
in a comic book and make it look like 200
million dollars. In the movies, you had to
put the spaceships on strings and sparks
would be shooting out the tail; there was
no other way to do it. Stylistically, it’s those
books and those artists, but we’re going
to use LightWave to its fullest extent. No
doubt, that’s what it is all about. We want
to lift the stuff off the page from those
books. It has never been done before and
that’s what is really exciting.
“Everybody is doing starships today,”
Drexler adds. “I did starships for 17 years
and I love them dearly, but you guys
go over there and you play with your
starships. I’m pulling out these cool old
toys that you never thought about and that
nobody is playing with anymore, and I’m
going to make something cool out of it.”

The Talent
Some of the best and brightest artists
are signing up to join the Space Command
crew. “On the VFX side, almost everyone
from Battlestar Galactica wants to pitch
in,” Drexler enthuses. “We speak the same
language, we speak a short hand, and we
have fun together. There’s no shortage
of guys from the Star Trek [television
series] art department, like Andy Probert,
Michael Okuda, John Eaves, and Steve Neil
designing and building stuff.
“I have lined up a lot of LightWave
luminaries who I’ve worked with for years
and who are dying to do [Space Command]
because they don’t get to do cool stuff,”
Drexler admits. “You get stuff from the
network and it’s just lacking the cool factor.
Galactica was cool and we miss it a lot.
The fact that Battlestar Galactica: Blood &
Chrome never happened is part of what is
propelling us.
“We didn’t get to do Blood & Chrome! It’s
true: We can’t put the kind of effort into
it that we did on Blood & Chrome, where
we are all there every day, day in and day
out. This is our lunch-hour project,” laughs

Drexler. Dave Morton, Kyle Toucher, and
Shawn Jackson all want to do something.
It’s just astonishing. I mean, Dave Morton is
one of the best LightWave matte painters
I’ve ever seen; the guy can do a whole
a show by himself. It’s unbelievable. It’s
exciting and it’s also scary, but on the other
hand, it’s not like we have a network with
an air date. It’s just not the same kind of
pressure that you feel on a network show.
It’s more about fun.
“It’s basically getting together all your
friends who are anxious to work on this,”
Drexler describes. “There’s a free flow of
ideas. It’s really amazing, and I didn’t have
to ask anybody; they asked me. That shows
excitement!”

Nine. “I think I was one of the first to use
computer 3D design in an art department,
in fact.” Drexler, now a LightWave and
3D veteran, and his team have adopted
version 11 for Space Command.
Gary Hutzel, a renowned VFX supervisor
with whom Drexler worked on such
television series as Battlestar Galactica,
refers to LightWave as “television’s dirty
little secret,” Drexler recalls. “It’s really
true. Because some 3D programs are so
complicated, you’ll need to get specialists.
This guy over here lights, while this other
guys does just this or that. It’s all splintered
into specialists, and that makes for a much
more sluggish pipeline.

“When you break production into too many
pieces, it can take out all the spontaneity
and performance art that helps to make
it exciting,” cautions Drexler. “It’s like 12
people writing a joke and each one taking
a word; it’s probably not going to be funny
when you get to the end. We have had a
love affair with LightWave for a long time.”

Enamored with
Eleven
Drexler and his team on Space Command
are excited about a number of features
new to LightWave 3D version 11. “The
instancing is amazing, especially when you
are working on stuff at home and you can’t
have 6,000 of an object in a scene,” he says.
“The new dynamics engines, for shadowing
and creating pyroclastic smoke plumes, is
something we waited a long time for and
that we’re very excited about. But there

The Tools
The VFX department and art department,
who handle the visuals and art from start
to finish, are all using LightWave. “It’s the
culture of the group,” Drexler affirms. “Most
of us started at Foundation Imaging, where
it was all about LightWave. Ron Thorton
was a groundbreaker; he always felt it was
possible to do computer graphics (CG) on
weekly television basis, which most people
considered impossible or too expensive at
the time. Ron knew otherwise and so they
did Babylon 5, which really started it off.”
A self-taught digital artist, Drexler first
adopted LightWave while working in the
art department on Star Trek: Deep Space
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Remaining
Retro
Space Command “is something Marc has wanted to do for
quite a while,” says Doug Drexler of Marc Scott Zicree,
whom he has known for roughly 20 years. Zicree wanted
to do the series, and came to Drexler with the idea.
“He was looking at some of the old ’50s science-fiction
stuff,” Drexler continues. “I said I would like to do this,
but we have to push the retro thing—keep rocket ships
and the retro style mixed with what we know today. It’s
not Star Wars. It’s not Star Trek. It’s what came before and

is one feature, in particular, that we are
all really amazed by: LightWave’s ZBrush
support.” With version 11, users can import
and export model and texture data with
Pixologic ZBrush using GoZ technology.
“Working in a LightWave modeler is a lot
like knitting: You are knitting polygons
together until you have a sweater that
looks like a jet. That works well, but it has
limitations as far as organic modeling.
ZBrush is made for organic modeling,”
describes Drexler, who was a makeup
artist for 13 years. “I’m a sculptor, and
knitting a face together isn’t like sculpting.
To have ZBrush working so well with
LightWave really opens up some amazing
stuff. Your sculpting is totally set free using
that process!”

Make It So
Zicree has just finished Space Command’s
first 90-minute script, whereas Drexler
and his arsenal of artists have produced
a short reel with visual effects for
the project’s Kickstarter campaign
(http://kck.st/KZGFEE). “We originally put
up a goal of $75,000 because we knew
we could do something for that, but we
reached it in three days and there’s 60
days of donation. It’s amazing,” Drexler
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says. The project reached its second goal
of $150,000 in one month’s time, and
the Kickstarter funding period was live
through July 14, 2012.

“We are doing a retro-look with rocket ships

Traffic on the project’s Web site at (www.
pledgespacecommand.com) and followers
on its Facebook page (www.facebook.com/
spacecommandmovie) continue to grow by
the day. Drexler attributes the burgeoning
interest to several factors. “We are in a
period right now where fans of science
fiction on television feel like they’re not
getting their just due, and it’s frustrating,”
he says. “Their favorite shows are getting
yanked before they finish a full season.
And there’s nothing on right now—there
is literally nothing on television that
is this type of show, so it’s partly out
of frustration.”

want those off.’ Now you’ve pulled out one

Cultivating
Creativity
“The overriding issue with us and the
main reason we are doing this is the
utter freedom it affords. It’s studio-free
science fiction,” Drexler explains. “You don’t
have someone saying, ‘My six-year-old son
would like the spaceship to be green.’ As
funny as that sounds, it happens—a lot!

and the kind of thing that would happen at
the studio is an executive would say, ‘What
is with the wings on the rocket ship? I
of the main iconic visual touchstones in
the show,” Drexler notes. “You often get
interference from people telling you how
to set up shots, and I’ve always maintained
that you lose some energy when you work
that way. If, for example, Kyle [Toucher]
wants to do a dogfight sequence—and
no one can do it better than him—I’m not
going to nitpick him to pieces. We won’t be
doing that on this project. Space Command
is different: Everybody involved is a fan,
and it makes a big difference.”
Drexler believes that a certain magic
and energy arise when there is no “redo
button” and no starting over. “There’s a
performance energy that goes with
approaching something that way; you lose
that when you do a shot over and over and
over. With Space Command, each shot is a
performance. There’s an excitement and an
energy that comes with that sort of thing,
and we’ll use that to our advantage.”

Pioneering Paradigm
Space Command, the creative team producing it, the fans
supporting it, and modern filmmaking tools are bucking the
system. “It’s a new model for how films and shows get made,”
affirms Drexler.
“The studios used to have an iron-clad grip on making pictures
because only they could afford the cameras and the crews it
took to run them. Now, with new technologies, anyone can
shoot high-definition films, put it on the computer, edit it, and
add sound effects,” Drexler adds. “Studios don’t have a lock on
it anymore.”

where they came from. I really find that to be exciting.”

Space
Command
Cast and
Crew
(listed alphabetically)
Leah Cevoli, Social
Media Platforms

Marc Scott Zicree
Doug Drexler

Studios do have a lock on distribution to theaters, however. The
Space Command team, also using the Web to its advantage, is
planning to distribute the series “in the new fashion where you
can download or stream it on the computer,” Drexler explains.
With the advent of the Internet, he says, “you have the ability
to distribute a film like a movie studio. You can reach millions
of people.

E. J. De la Pena, Associate Producer,
Strategy/Community Outreach

“That was always the thing about LightWave: It puts power
in the hands of everyone. If you had a will to do something,
you could make a movie using LightWave,” Drexler continues.
“Now anyone can make a movie and distribute it practically
toe-to-toe with the studios; it’s not going to be in theaters, but
more and more people are watching over the Internet now.
With my computer plugged in, I can watch anything on my
television. There are a lot of people out there, like us, who see
the potential and are making a grab at it. A niche group can get
together, raise money, and make a movie.”

Eric Larson, Assistant to the Executive Producer

Mary Jane De la Pena, Scheduler
Doug Drexler, Producer, Special Effects/CGI, Production
Design
Dave Edison, Editor
Neil Johnson, Producer, Director
Ian McCaig, Character Designer
Grant McGalpine, Web Design/SEO
Justin Massion, Co-Producer, Web Design
Raoul Mongilardi, Associate Producer
Mike Okuda, Scenic Art Consultant
Andrew Probert, Associate Producer, Designer
David Raiklen, Co-Producer, Media Head
Michael Reaves, Writer
Allan Resha, Web Design/SEO

Courtney Howard is an industry writer specializing in digital film,
design, and entertainment technologies.

Marc Scott Zicree, Executive Producer, Writer, Director
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Mark Serrate Cortes

From visual effects to video games, students at FX Animation rely on LightWave to
prepare for their careers in real-world production environments.

X

es Vilà, founder and school

In this Q&A, Vilà offers insight into the

FX: The FX Animation School was founded

quality content for film, television shows and

LW: How is LightWave integrated into your

director of FX Animation,

FX Animation School’s philosophy and

in 2006. From the very beginning, it was

commercials.

curriculum?

Barcelona,

passionate

curriculum, its students and the tools

planned as a training center to shape

about his school, its students and the

they use to create their impressive work.

professionals in visual effects (VFX), character

LW: What types of projects do your students

FX: LightWave represents the backbone

incredible CG they continue to create with

The school also touts a highly successful

animation, architectural visualization and

create with LightWave 3D in the pipeline.

of our Visual Effects Careers and Masters

NewTek LightWave 3D software. Not only is

conversion of students to production studios

video games art. Our experience in these

after graduation.

areas allowed us to pinpoint which software

is

Vilà the school founder, he is also a longtime

was best for teaching the many types of

curriculum. It´s the first software all our
FX: Our students have produced work in

students who have limited knowledge of

almost every format—from short films like

CGI start with, and rightly so, considering
how easy LightWave is to learn. With it, those

LightWave artist who first encountered the

LW: Can you provide some background about

production—LightWave was chosen for VFX.

Cargols and documentaries such as canarias

software on the Amiga. Now he utilizes the

your school? Does it offer any specializations?

Our school is one of only a few in Europe

2016, to music videos like Siberia. One

students quickly start generating terrific
content. Even if they end up learning three
or four different packages throughout their

many new features in LightWave 11 on a

What type of 3D productions, projects or

with VFX-oriented careers and we work

special format production for Cambio Climatic

regular basis.

visual effects programs do you offer?

hard to prepare our students to create pro-

was projected in a full-dome planetarium.
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Approximately
80 to 90% of
our students
create demo
reel content
with LightWave.
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educational career, they keep coming back to LightWave. One

Turbulence

reason is its incomparable render engine. Approximately 80 to

changed its floating license to better fit our

and layers.

90% of our students create demo reel content with LightWave. It

needs at the school). Others are full-fledged

The range of tools our students have access

tends to be the source of their most appealing student work.

apps, such as Andersson Technologies’

to is quite broad, which is why we firmly

SynthEyes for camera tracking. Our students

believe in teaching methods and workflows

also get a small crash course in Autodesk

as opposed to button-pushing learning.

LW: What LightWave features are the most crucial to your
students’ success?

plug-in

(whose

developer

Maya—the FBX enhancements in LightWave

with both compositing paradigms: nodes

make the current Maya/LightWave mixed

engine makes it easy to get faster, better looking results in half the

workflow incredibly simple and easy to use.

time of other 3D programs. The VPR (Viewport Preview Renderer)

They also receive a small Pixologic Zbrush

coupled with the Surface Editor grants a lightning-fast shading

seminar so their models can benefit from

workflow with near real-time results.

sculpted details—the new GoZ feature in

FX: Productivity. And by this I mean speed.

LightWave 11 makes the transfer between

When our students face longer projects it

the programs much easier.

is very easy for them to lose focus and get

new features are they currently using in their student work? Which

Afterwards, in our Superior Master course

are the most useful?
FX: Absolutely, they are using LightWave 11 and they are having
a blast doing so. Instancing and the powerful combination of
the Fracture tools and Bullet Dynamics are all features that our
students are using for outstanding results.
LW: What features in LightWave impress you the most?

our students complement everything they
have learned previously in LightWave with
strong Side Effects Houdini and Realflow

Carlos Bohga

LW: What are some of the biggest challenges

FX: LightWave’s short learning curve and powerful rendering

LW: Are your students currently using LightWave 11? If so, which

031

your students face in the creative phase, and
how does LightWave help them overcome
these challenges?

lost in the technical details. They need to be
able to get their ideas onscreen quickly and
LightWave´s VPR is just what they need to
make it happen.

formation instruction. They are also taught

LW: How many instructors are in your

compositing in The Foundry’s Nuke and

school? How many students do you instruct

Adobe After Effects so they have experience

per semester?

FX: It’s fantastic having VPR so well implemented in LightWave.
At the lighting and shading stage I can produce content up to

Carlos Bohga

10 times faster with LightWave than with any other 3D software
application. LightWave’s default material is also great. Using
the regular Surface Editor parameters with some gradients and
procedurals not only allows for quick sketches but also for finallooking results too. If you need extra detail or more complex
shading, the Node Editor is easy-to-use and powerful.
Radiosity

render

time

improvements

and

new

Bullet

implementation, flocking and native instances are great for
getting more complex scenes without depending on any external
plug-ins or scripts.
Additionally, the render engine never ceases to impress me.
At FX Animation we favor LightWave for its versatility, efficiency
and sheer productivity. It offers a high production value, which
is supported by the fact that 95% of our graduating LightWave
students are currently working in the industry.
LW: What other software programs are used in conjunction with
LightWave at your school?

Xenia Viñas
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FX: Along with LightWave, as part of our VFX Master course,
our students get to use several additional tools like the Jawset

At the lighting
and shading
stage I can
produce content
up to 10 times
faster with
LightWave than
with any other
3D software
application.
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To learn more
about FX Animation,
Barcelona and it 3D
curriculum, visit the
school’s web site at
www.fxanimation.es.
FX: We employ 10 regular instructors

quality in their pipeline.

and four freelance instructors. We don´t

A recent example was an intensive

count our students by semester but rather

four-week

academic course (or year). Currently those

Ficción Producciones in A Coruña, Spain.

numbers are approximately 250 to 300

At the time, the main software in their

students annually.

production pipeline was Autodesk XSI

We consider it a well-balanced student/

and Maya. After meeting and discussing

teacher ratio. Most instructors teach a

the possibility of adding LightWave for

couple of classes, which allows us to keep

lighting and rendering in their pipeline,

the number of students per class quite

they were impressed at how easy it was to

low (usually five to eight students per

get beautiful renders with LightWave in

class and never more than 10).

about half the time as the other software

LW: Do your students create final projects
for graduation? If so, what makes a final
project great?

did

with

programs.
The artists at Ficción were also impressed
when the characters modeled in ZBrush
were imported into LightWave with
displacement maps applied. We worked

created their own projects, but recently

on them using the VPR, and when I

we have been opting to replicate VFX

started instancing and applying more

shots for high profile productions.

complex, physically accurate node-based

We´ve found that at their current level,

materials over the surfaces, their jaws

having visual goals to work from translates

dropped. In fact, they were so impressed

into better results. Other schools push the

with LightWave’s render engine, stability,

artistic side allowing for nice ideas that

and short learning curve; they decided to

tend to end up with bland outcomes. We

start working entirely in LightWave.

results.
LW: Do you offer any additional services
to help train artists in 3D software?
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we

FX: Traditionally the students have

push the students’ skill set to achieve

Alba Perez

course

LW: If you could offer advice to 3D
animators starting out today, what would
it be?
FX: Stay motívated, work hard and practice

FX: We also offer specialized courses and

your craft as often as you can. It takes

consulting for production houses to make

absolute dedication to make it in this

sure they are using the latest possible

business.

technologies for the best production
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Check out our new Website!
Where you’ll find the latest LightWave news, User Stories, Tutorials, Videos, Photo

Galleries, and more. Our newly updated design and online store makes it easy to
keep up with what’s happening with the LightWave Community and get the latest
software releases.

www.lightwave3d.com
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rom humble beginnings in
the Northern European nation
known better for angry bird
games

or

mobile

phones,

Energia Productions has stormed onto the
movie scene and stirred up a groundswell
of interest and excitement in anticipation
of the Finnish visual effects house’s first
full-length feature film, Iron Sky.
Premiering at the Berlin Film Festival in
early February 2012, Iron Sky became a
social media phenomenon, logging more
than 5 million YouTube views of the
Iron Sky trailer and more than 100,000
Facebook and Twitter fans. The movie
premiered in North American in March at
SXSW in Austin, Texas.
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An Original
Concept
Unfolds
Iron Sky is unique for several reasons,
says Kelly “Kat” Myers, CG supervisor and
LightWave 3D team leader for Iron Sky
visual effects at Energia Productions
in Tampere, Finland. Iron Sky’s storyline
and the way the film came about are
radical departures from the norm. In fact,
a portion of the film was funded by
fans of Samuli Torssonen, a Finnish film
writer, director, actor, producer, and owner
of Energia Productions known for his
inventive short films.
The premise of Iron Sky? In 2018, an
American astronaut is captured by Nazis,
who via a secret space program, fled

Germany at the end of World War II and
relocated to the dark side of the moon. For
more than 70 years, the Nazis have been
assembling a space armada, finalizing
their flagship spacecraft and plotting
the invasion, assault and conquest of
earth from their massive, swastika-shaped
moon fortress.
Sounds crazy, right? “Can you imagine
trying to pitch that in Hollywood? It might
have some legs if you were an established
producer or director with a few solid
shows and a run of movies under your
belt. However for a bunch of guys out of
Finland who had done a Star Trek parody
in the basement of someone’s house shot
on blue screen and the CG done on less
than 10 computers? Come on.... Never
would have happened,” says Myers. “Still,
the idea is brilliant and because they had

done such a fantastic job with their social
media initiatives to promote Star Wreck,
it was natural for them to carry that fan
base over into , which was immediately
accepted by their fans and caught on
quick.”

Small team,
big results
Within hours of joining the production
crew, Luke Whitehorn, an experienced
third-party LightWave plug-in developer
based in the UK, teamed up with Myers
to work on the shots for the Cannes Film
Festival teaser, which would later be used
to help sell the film into several territories.
Using Skype for communication and
Dropbox as a remote server for LightWave
content, Torssonen was able to check the

progress, add assets, tweak content as
necessary and send to the render farms
before the team eventually migrated to
Tampere.
The LightWave 3D team working on Iron
Sky included just five people at any one
time: Myers, Whitehorn, Torssonen, Tuomas
Kankola and later, Lee Stringer. “All in all,
it was a very small crew considering the
scope of the film and how it was shot,”
says Myers. “The amount of virtual set
work on the film is staggering and the
compositors, many of whom had never
done anything like this, did an amazing
job. But it was the LightWave crew that
carried the film to release.”
On the other side of the shop, a team
of 15 to 25 artists worked in Autodesk
Maya and The Foundry’s Nuke. Torssonen
produced the original shots shown in

the teasers and trailers leading up to
the pre-production phase in LightWave.
He enjoys a rich history with LightWave,
which he used on Star Wreck and in the
pre-production and conceptualization of
Iron Sky.

Insert space
battle
Torssonen’s rule was that anything
beyond five meters from the camera—or
the actors—in a shot would be virtual set
extension elements created later in the
computer. “When you step off of those
virtual sets and get into space combat,
aerial combat and lunar landscapes with
things blowing up everywhere, things
change drastically in terms of the scope
of the work,” explains Myers.
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In total, the LightWave team worked on
more than 140 shots, each averaging
between 200 and 500 frames, out of
the film’s 800-plus total shots. One shot
in particular that Myers’s team worked
on spanned roughly 6,000 frames and
was largely completed by one artist (Lee
Stringer).
The very first shot Whitehorn and Myers
did together was almost 800 frames,
using the new features of LightWave 11
to achieve results that would have been
impossible to accomplish in previous
versions. “Other teams on the project tried
to achieve the same results with other
software but failed,” explains Myers. “Time
was quickly burning away along with the
VFX budget. (Torssonen) made the right
decision to bring in a LightWave team to
continue on and complete the film.”
The scope of what needed to be
accomplished wasn’t always clear. “It got
a bit daunting when the script called
for an ‘epic space battle’ on page 70 for
instance, and all it said was just ‘Insert
space battle,’” says Myers with a laugh.
Time was not on their side. “Often when
we saw the rough edit for the first time
there would be a black card onscreen
for five to 10 seconds describing what is
going on, followed by a dozen other shots
of varying length that were ours to finish,
says Myers. “Meanwhile half of the other
team’s shots were done and in the movie.”
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Myers continues: “The difference to us was
they had a year and a half to get to that
point with their shot count and three to
four times the amount of people working
away on material that was essentially
locked by the edit itself. It wasn’t really
going to change much, if at all. We had
three to five artists and four to six months
to finish what we needed to do and up
to that point, it hadn’t really been locked
into the edit because it largely didn’t exist
at all.
“Before shooting began, some early boards
were created based on older drafts of the
script, but so much had changed during
the shoot, and again in the edit, that we
didn’t have anything we could use to start
piecing animatic sequences together.”
Myers, Torssonen and Stringer worked
together to break up the shots among
the LightWave team starting with
advanced pre-visualization and get the
material to the Iron Sky editors. “We had
to conceptualize the shots fast. Other
departments absolutely had to have near
final timings and direction for picture
edits and mix-to-picture work that was
being done by the sound engineers for the
film in parallel. We couldn’t stop.”

Extreme
VFX spoken
here

“Working with Samuli was great because
he could jump in and mock up something
in LightWave, helping to translate Timo’s
vision,” says Myers. “Language was a
problem initially as they would have to
speak Suomi (Finnish), to each other to
work out the problems. Our universal
language ended up being LightWave itself.
Samuli would set up the basics of a shot,
and then hand it over to us. In the end,
not having boards was a good thing as
we were creating our own directly in
LightWave, saving time and money.” Iron
Sky director Timo Vuorensola needed to
see near final production renders when
working with the editors so they could
wrap their heads around the combat
sequences in relation to the rest of the
movie.
Torssonen and Myers decided to shift
more of the work away from Maya and
mental ray to LightWave. “It looked better
and the material was produced faster in
LightWave,” explains Myers. “And while
it would mean more work for us, the
show demanded it be done. It became
painfully clear that we needed to give
the models a facelift, build in additional
details, and fix major geometry problems
then optimize everything for speed and
render quality. Essentially, we put the
models on a diet and whipped them into
shape so we could use them effectively
and efficiently—getting them ready
for the big screen.”
Models that the
LightWave artists inherited from the
less-experienced artists “looked passable
from a distance but wouldn’t hold up
on closer shots,” says Myers. “It was due
to a dependence on texture maps that
were insanely large (10K), combined with
models that were over built or needed
more modeling work.”
“When [the modelers
from the other
packages] started
to see how

039

we work in LightWave—how we would
go about fixing, texturing and lighting
the models—they were a bit astonished,”
he adds.
Model cleanup was done primarily in
LightWave, as were additional texture
modifications and enhancements using
LightWave’s nodal texture system. Adobe
Photoshop and Eyeon’s Fusion helped
to optimize the texture image assets for
balance in render and speed—not only
inside the render engine for LightWave,
but also to reduce the load on the network
pulling assets, textures and more into the
render nodes,” explains Myers.
“It was critical because the network and
server infrastructure we had to work
with had limitations. We had to optimize
the data going to each node, reducing
network load and server strain while
the compositors were pulling 2K and 4K
plates off NAS units at the same time,”
he says. The LightWave team helped the
compositors balance load and resource
sharing by making its footprint on the
network as small as possible.

Streamlining
the shots
Each artist on the Iron Sky LightWave
team was responsible for setting up and
submitting his assigned shots to render.
“With other render applications, that’s
next to impossible because most artists
that use other apps only focus on certain
tasks or skill sets,” says Myers. “Because
the renderer is built-in and an integrated
part of our workflow, LightWave artists
can take shots to final without depending
on a full-time ‘shader writer’ or rendering
manager.”
By exploiting a combination
of
LightWave’s
Viewport
Preview
Renderer (VPR) and
full renders directly
inside LightWave Layout,
Iron Sky’s LightWave team knew
exactly what they were getting before
sending shots to the render farm.

A big
achievement 
for all
On Iron Sky, the artists made full use
of all LightWave utilities, including the
software development kit (SDK), with
which Whitehorn quickly wrote plug-ins
that helped the team stay organized. “The
entire package was used throughout the
show, and each area of the package gave
us what we needed to continue to meet
deadlines,” says Myers. “LightWave is all
over this movie. Most of the VFX seen in
the theatrical trailer are LightWave shots,
and we are not talking about little side
shots or set extensions. I’m talking about
the fact that some of the biggest punchyou-in-the-face shots of the film are in
that trailer. There is obviously a lot more
in the film, but that’s a good example
of what LightWave accomplished in the
movie.”
“We did the show under some heavy
restrictions from a time, budget and scope
of the project point of view,” says Myers.
“LightWave helped get the show green lit
and financed. In the places where it wasn’t
used, those were the spots that put the
film at risk of not delivering. LightWave
is the package that got the show finished,
and we demonstrated how powerful it
was every step of the way.”

Courtney Howard is an industry writer
specializing in digital film, design, and
entertainment technologies.
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LWCAD is a top set of add-on modeling plugins for LightWave 3D. Core of this package contains a
complete set of standard CAD tools with the most advanced osnap engine. It equips your favorite

Story

modeling program with the countless features normally available only in expensive CAD applications.
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Latest versions contains some revolutionary features as a real-time curve booleans or real-time
polygons drilling which are absolutely unique in the industry. Also new set of archiviz tools which is
specially designed for creating architecture. It allows user to create a complex building in a few minutes.
Those new features will push you into another modeling dimension.

Except Netherlands

Visualizes Sustainable Living
Except Netherlands, a visionary company, develops a sustainable,
ecologically balanced view of what can be with LightWave 3D.

By Claudia Kienzle

Images courtesy of: Boris Goreta, Paolo Zambrini and Sylvain Saintpere
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magine a world that is
sustainable. Where resources
like sunlight, water, greenery,
and food are managed and conserved for
ecological balance. And where people
can reside in an environment that fosters
health, well being, and a connection to
their surroundings.
Except Integrated Sustainability is one
of a rare breed of companies focused on
dreaming up ways to live on this planet
without harming it. With LightWave as
its go-to 3D animation system, Except
helps people imagine the innovative,
ecologically sustainable environments
they’ve designed by portraying them in
credible, detailed 3D stills and animations.

Planet-friendly
Corporations and governments are
among the entities that ask Except’s
environmental consultants, architects, and
scientists to “bio-engineer” ways to make
their buildings, factories, complexes, and
even grand-scale urban projects energy
efficient, sustainable, and ultimately
socially and economically rewarding.
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“In many cases, people are already living
in the settings to be transformed for
sustainability. And it’s very difficult to
get them excited about the proposed
changes—and gain their trust and
confidence that the proposed renovations
will make their surroundings more
beautiful, pleasant, and enjoyable—if you
can’t convey what it will be like to live
there,” said Tom Bosschaert, managing
director for Except’s Rotterdam office, in
the Netherlands.
“LightWave enables us to create rich 3D
visualizations that depict how our forward
thinking, ecologically sound solutions will
be used on various physical projects,
as well as what it will be like in those
spaces,” Bosschaert said.
This was the case with “Schiebroek-Zuid,” a
post-war Rotterdam social housing project
slated for a sustainability makeover.
Commissioned by housing corporation
Vestia and agricultural research network
InnovatieNetwerk,
Schiebroek-Zuid
required extremely complex, colorful
3D illustrations of how the futuristic,
renovated community would look,

story - Except Netherlands

including a pedestrian corridor, Metro
Plaza, Water Park, and Central Markets.
“Unlike visual effects for movies, our
spatial representations need to be
biologically accurate, incorporating
natural elements indigenous to that place,
such as plant life, forests, climate, water,
and sunlight.”

Plans for life
While most of the visualizations that
Except produces are large, high-resolution
stills, the team does full 3D modeling for
every illustration. This extra work pays off
in the long run whenever clients decide
they want to see that still frame expanded
into an animated clip. Since the 3D
objects and scenes are already built,
artists only have to move LightWave’s 3D
camera around rather than starting from
scratch.
To promote “Polydome,” a revolutionary
approach to greenhouse agriculture
developed by Except’s ecological
engineers, the company expanded
its collection of 3D scenes into a two-

minute animation accessible on YouTube and Except’s website,
www.except.nl. A voice-over and text were added to explain the
significance of a greenhouse ecosystem that can produce high
yields of foods with no negative environmental impact.
In many cases, LightWave is used for 95-100% of the 3D modeling,
animation, and rendering of these 3D visualizations. Except has
several artist/animators who are proficient at LightWave, but the
program’s powerful toolsets and features make it rare that more
than two must work on any given project.
As a member of the beta-testers group, Except was advanced two
seats of LightWave 11, prior to its official release in early 2012.
LightWave 11 enhances many of the core tools and features that
Except’s design team uses the most, including: “instancing,” and
“radiosity.”

043

Sun-drenched trees
To give identical trees or leaves a random, natural look, LightWave
lets artists change properties such as orientation, reflections,
color, or scale randomly. As they fine-tune the characteristics of
their 3D scenes, the artists can use LightWave’s Viewport Preview
Renderer (VPR) to preview what the finished rendering will look
like—which greatly speeds up the whole workflow. “CTRL-clicking
a surface in VPR immediately selects it for editing, saving huge
amounts of time in hunting down surfaces for complex scenes.”
Radiosity is an extremely critical 3D tool for showing the
ambient properties of light and shadows, such as the way
light shines, changes, and reflects on objects and surfaces

“Since we work on sustainable
developments, we use a lot
of greenery and vegetation,”
Bosschaert said. “So, when we
need to create a 3D wooded
area or forest consisting of
hundreds of trees, instancing is
the only practical way to do it.
The instancing engine lets us
model and replicate biologically
accurate trees but render
them as a group to conserve
processing memory and power.”
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within architectural spaces. LightWave
provides a capable radiosity toolset, but
on complex 3D animations, Except artists
augment their radiosity capabilities by
using KRay, a LightWave plugin focused
on 3D animated radiosity, illumination,
and rendering.

Rigging Revealed
Supports LightWave 3D 10 and higher

For the “BK City Slim Project,” Except
designed plans to refurbish an historic,
architecturally striking, brick building at
the Technical University of Delft to make
it energy efficient, carbon neutral, and
sustainable. Since it serves as the center
for architectural learning at TU Delft,
Except drew-up plans that pushed the
envelope on environmentally friendly
design.
3D stills were created using LightWave to
showcase areas of the building, such as an
adjacent Green Lung Energy Harvesting
Atrium. One of the 3D stills showed how
sunlight pours into the atriums’ glass
ceiling and walls to create an ethereal,
climate-controlled interior with walkways
encircling gardens, and reflects on plants,
tree leaves, and flowers. Another 3D still
shows how the same space would look at
night, as lit by artificial lighting.
Bosschaert began using LightWave in
1997 and has remained a loyal customer
ever since. While he began using it simply
because the project he was working on
required it, LightWave won him over,
starting with its 3D modeler.

“I’ve never seen a program that allows you to
have so much control yet stays completely
out of your way,” Bosschaert said. “Whether
it’s a table and chairs, grass growing on
a wall, or a giant hydroelectric dam, I can
quickly make anything I need, often with
just five or six core LightWave tools. I don’t
have to think about whether the program
can do it. It’s just like swimming in water.”
Claudia Kienzle is a creative technology
writer whose articles have appeared
in leading U.S. and international
trade journals.

I don’t have
to think about
whether the
program can do
it. It’s just like
swimming in
water.

Buy it in the LightWave Store
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Tutorial

02

Let’s move to Layer 2 (we can leave the mesh in layer one
in the background) and select the Genoma Presets tool

from the Setup tab.

Genoma Revealed

03

From the Genoma Preset window, we can choose several Rigs
and SubRigs. Under the Insects folder, locate the two spider

Advanced model rigging in LightWave 11.5 streamlines character animation

Rig presets. As you select something in the list, you can see a preview
showing the Rig model. Let’s choose Spider_02 and click on OK.

This tutorial will
demonstrate how
fast and easy it is to
add and adapt a rig
to a spider model—
modeled by Luca
Giarrettino, a terrific
LightWave artist.

The Genoma Rig Modeling System is an innovative new rigging
system introduced in LightWave11.5 that can be used to build a
rig in Modeler and combine different SubParts using connectors.
With Genoma, you can create your own rigs or choose from one
of the included ready to use ones, and adapt them to your
character. The Complete Rigs have been built using SubParts
which means you can freely connect any of them to the rig. For
instance, a human rig with four arms can now be easily rigged
in very little time with Genoma. It’s now also possible to save
custom Rigs and SubRigs and create a vast library of presets
that can be shared or combined with others.

By Lino Grandi
46 | LightWave Magazine | www.lightwave3d.com

01

Riggin a spider can be a really hard task, due to the fact that
the model has eight complex legs. However, with Genoma

this operation can easily be accomplished in minutes instead of hours.

04

The preset rig has now been loaded in Layer 2, it’s selected
and ready to be adapted to our mesh. We can activate

Modeler Symmetry from now on, to cut the editing time in half.
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05

First thing to do is to move and scale the Rig so its
body size matches the one of the mesh, without

considering the legs (for now). As you can see, the Rig contains

tutorial - Genoma REvealed

07

10

13

08

11

14

Let’s do the same for the spider’s mesh legs. We will select
one polygon for each leg then use the Selection/Select

Connected command and the View/Hide command again.

All we have to do now is to use the View/Hide Invert command,
so only the meshes of the legs and bones are visible.

049

The best method is to select the points belonging to every
articulation. Move them to the right location, using mainly

two views, starting from the base of the leg.

several elements, identified by a different shape and color.
We have Connectors that are colored in Orange or Magenta.
Green arrows are used to specify the Pitch direction of the Bones/
Controllers and Green arrows with boxes define both the Pitch
direction and the Controller position. The deforming bones are in
Blue (the first Bone of a SubRig) and Gray (all the Child Bones of a
SubRig). How these elements are placed is very important, editing
them gives the you full control of the Final Rig that will be created
in Layout. SubRigs can be connected and disconnected and copied
and pasted to be reconnected to any Connector present in the scene;
moreover, new Connectors can be added to the scene and welded
with any other Connector—the combinations are virtually endless.
Any item can be edited in Polygon Mode or Point Mode, using all the
available editing tools in Modeler—from the classic Translate/Rotate/
Size tool to the Magnet and DragPoint tool.

Now it’s much easier to adapt the bones to the body.

First, we will move and rotate the Genoma legs from the Top
View, so they’re correctly aligned to the polygonal legs.

The Green Arrow with the little box at the end will define
the position of the controller and the Pitch direction for

the first segment of the leg. The unsselected arrow will define the
orientation/position of another controller (in this case, a Pole Vector).

06

Let’s start editing the body elements. Since the view can be
chaotic, we should hide what is not needed at the moment.

Let’s select all the bones belonging to the legs and use the View/Hide
Selected command.
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09

We can also zoom in a little more and adapt the bones to
the fangs and the pedipalps.

12

It’s best to work on one pair of legs at time—hide the others—
and adapt them to the mesh.

15

Our Genoma Rig Model is almost ready to be exported to
Layout, where we’ll generate the final setup. We need to create
and assign Weight maps first. This consists of two operations: creating
Weight maps for the Spider Mesh, and assigning the created weights
to the Genoma Rig.
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17

Now let’s select the Genoma Legs and use the Set Skelegon

Weight Map command (Setup/Skelegons/More/Skelegon Weight).

21

And finally for the Fangs.

25

This image shows the Controls and Bones created by
Genoma. Since all of the controls are nulls, we can select all

the bones and hide them. Having the bones visible and selectable
(but not in Object Mode) lets us modify and add other elements and
controls as needed.

b

18

Let’s do the same for the Abdomen bones.

22

Before exporting the Mesh, Copy/Paste the Genoma
bones into Layer 1. Save the object and send to Layout.

c

26

The rig generated with Genoma gives animators easy-touse controls to easily pose a character without limitations.

Adapting a rig using a modeling tool makes the process much faster

23

Once in Layout, all we have to do is to select the Create
command under Setup/Genoma/Create Rig.

d

19

than having to do it in Layout and the dedicated Preset System
makes the new Genoma Rig Modeling tool a feature that LightWave
character artists will put to good use.

By Lino Grandi

And the Cephalotorax bones.

Lino Grandi
Lino Grandi is a 3D generalist for NewTek with more than 20
years experience as a LightWave artist. He has also served as
e

24

In a few seconds our Genoma Rig will be created and

Let’s define a weight for the Abdomen first. A
Next, the Cephalotorax. b Then the fangs.
On to the polipalps.

d

And finally the legs.

50
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c
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The Pedipalps bones.

technical director on several 3D feature animation projects,
specializing in rigging.

ready to use. It’s possible to modify the Rig in Modeler

and use the Update command to have the Rig updated in Layout
(this will destroy any animation, so be careful).
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FiberFX
Tutorial

Hair,
Glorious Hair
Using FiberFX to simulate fur on a LightWave3D object
This tutorial will cover (forgive the pun) using FiberFX in LightWave to
simulate the fur on a woolly mammoth character. To give a broader example
of how to use FiberFX I’ll use multiple layers of fur, going from the shorter fur
underneath to several layers of thicker, shaggier hair on the main body and
head. This process can create long render times, and while it isn’t necessary,
it will allow us to more thoroughly cover the FiberFX feature.

Preliminary
Research
Searching for a mammoth image on the Internet
won’t garner you a great deal of reference
material. Since mammoths have been extinct
for approximately 4,000 years, the remains
that have been discovered don’t have much
remaining fur. Instead you are likely to find many
nice artistic interpretations of mammoths and,
more importantly, really great pictures of baby
elephants. Baby elephants, apart from being

By Dan Barker
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pretty darn adorable, are also covered in soft
downy fur that offers a good idea of fur bias as
reference material.
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Weight and Vertex Maps. Preparation is everything,
and LightWave’s weighting tools will get you 90%
of what you need before you even touch the FiberFX tools.
Begin by creating two weight maps: one for coverage and
one for length. For example, fur_coverage (Map -> Weight
-> New Weight Map). Keep the default value at 100%. Then
select areas to be excluded (around the eyes, the tip of the
trunk, and the bottom of the feet) and remove them from the
map (Map -> Clear Map). I like to use the new Blur Weights
tool (Map -> Weight -> Weight Blur) to soften the edges.
The end result will be a mostly orange (100%) weight map
that softens to the standard Green-Grey (0%) around the

g

This is the direction we want to create the fur—gravity will help with a lot of this,
but a bias map will give us more control.

orifices and the palms of the feet. Copy the map, either
by right-clicking on the map in the Vertex Maps panel or
going to Map -> General -> Edit Maps -> Copy Vertex Map,
and call it fur_length. This will be the basis of a more
nuanced map.

It is important to soften the map around the eyes and lips to give a natural fall-off of
the fur. This map will determine where hairs are drawn.

Using a combination of the Weights, Clear Map and
Weight Blur tools, lower the values around the head, legs
and tail. Leaving the face and ears around 50% then lowering the trunk to around 30% works well. Setting Weights
to Linear Falloff (if you can’t see the Numeric panel, hit
the N key) and assigning a minus value ( c ) is a good way
to cover the legs. Try to take the feet down to 20%.
The last map we will create is a Bias (or Combing) Map.
This map is entirely optional, as gravity can do most of
this from within Layout. To do this we will use the FiberFX
modeling tool, but before we begin, let’s go into more
detail about FiberFX and SubDivision Objects.

c

02
This map will govern not only fur
length but also clumping and curls.

Using Linear or Radial Falloff is a good
way to block out the weights.

FiberFX and SubDivision Objects. When the
FiberFX tool is used on a SubPatch object it
freezes the mesh first (it reverts the mesh to its original
SubPatch state on completion), so the hair guides it creates don’t end up floating above the objects surface and
ruining the illusion. It does, however, have some implications.
Bias maps will not survive the process. When the mesh is
reverted to SubPatches it loses the bias vertex map data.
So always revert to the original Polycage if you wish to
use Bias Maps, and SubPatch after.
You may not always want to use the whole object for
generating guides; either by hiding part of the mesh
or selecting the polygons you want to use. FiberFX will
freeze only those polygons, but they will get unwelded
from the surrounding geometry. The solution is to either
create a temporary surface that contains those polygons
or cut and paste the geometry into a temp layer of your
object. Make sure to reweld the offending edges afterwards

aking guides.

vy when tumbling or twe

s can get very hea
Using SubPatched object
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Having made sure our object is just using polygons, start
FiberFX (Setup -> Fiber FX -> FiberFX). We’ll discard any
guides we make, so under the Fiber tab click Grow. Switch
to the Gravity tab, and adjust Strength and Use Normals

Copying your Sub-Patch selection to a temporary layer will eliminate having to clean up the mesh later.

We won’t use all the tools in FiberFX for
this. Object Collision, under the Tools 2
tab, for instance is good, but we won’t
need it here.

Bias Maps should be assigned here. You
can set their Vertex Coloring value to 0%.

until you get a result you are happy with. Under Random
add a slight (3-10%) Jitter on all 3 axes. Hit OK to commit.
FiberFX has generated a layer of hair guides, which we do
not need so just delete them. It has also created a vertex
map, in my case mammoth_normal_0. You should assign
this to your model’s surface, so in Surface Editor select the
object’s surface and go to the Advanced tab. Under Vertex
Color Map, assign the bias map and turn down its Vertex
Coloring to 0%.

03

Guide Creation. Though it is possible to get a
pretty good result just using weight maps and
surfaces, adding some Guide-based locks will add to the
effect. Because we are working with a model that uses
ZBrush created displacement maps, we are going to want
to use a Sub-Patched object, but only for select areas.

The areas we want to add are the torso, including shoulders, hips, and the top of the head. Make a polygon selection of these areas, and try to consider poly-flow. I tend to
copy and paste this into a temporary layer ( g ), otherwise
you will have to reweld the edges with care.

Much like when we made the Bias Map we will use Gravity as the main force here.
Play with it a bit, but I found 40-50% gave a good result. Don’t worry if any guides
pass through the mesh, we’ll rectify them later. I added a touch of Use Normals (about
10%), and added a -35% on Use Slope so that the upper guides get more influence.
You can play around with gravity direction if you want, but it isn’t needed.

We are only left to delete our temporary layer (Layers -> Delete Layer or the Home
key), save our object and move to Layout.

05

On to Layout. We’re going to use three layers of fur: a short fluffy undercoat, a longer main coat, and a shaggy, guide-based coat to finish it off. I’ve
lit my scene with a Dome and a Distant light, but feel free to light it differently.

06

Creating the Undercoat. First we need to activate our model. So open
FiberFX (Windows ->FiberFX), select the base mesh and click Activate. You
can turn on Draw as well, but it will need work.

04

FiberFX Guide Creation. We will use By Area for
guide placement; it gives nice, random output.
We’ll try 700 Fibers, set to 600mm and with 5 edges for
shape to the guides. Leave Fiber Sides at 1, as we want
guides not poly hairs. Note: using Edge Qty 2, Poly Sides 2
with a small taper is a good method for making polygons
for instancing (think leaves on trees or guide feathers
on wings). Just remember to delete any Trigons from the
resulting layer. Click the Grow button and move on to the
Gravity tab.
My attitude to Object Collison on making guides means
we will have to do some clean up, but it also gives us
a chance to further personalize the guides. Select the
Strand Tool, bring up the Numeric panel if it isn’t open
already, and set Stiffness to 10-20%. Now just tumble the
model and pull any recalcitrant guides out of the way of
the mesh. You don’t have to be too precise here, you can
take as much or as little time as you wish.

Finally, we go to the Tools 1 tab. Here we just want to break up the monotony, so add
a little to Kink (around 20%), -20 on Slope Shorten to make any guides on top a bit
shorter and we push UV Bias up a tad. You can also add some Jitter to XY&Z (found
under the Random Tab) if you want to break it up more. Push OK to make the guides.
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First, let’s restrict where it draws. Click
the T button next to Max Fiber Density.
For Layer Type choose Gradient. For Input
Parameter choose Weight Map and select
Fur_Coverage for the map. Change the
key at -100% to Value 0% and Smoothing
to Step, and then make a new key at 0%
and another at 100%. Give this last key
a Value of 100% and set Smoothing to
Spline. Copy this Layer and paste it into
Scale, replacing the Image Layer. Change
the Parameter of the Key at 100% to 50%
and change its Value to 30%. Your object
should look like l

Tutorial - FiberFX
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Next take Fiber Width down to 200% and
assign our Bias Vmap to FiberFX layer.
Once we have the Vmap selected, we
define the influence it will have using
Direction Bias, which we’ll set at 50%.
A quick F9 shows that even though the
fibers seem okay, the object is very dark.
We will have to do some work in the
Shadows tab. A quick fix is to change
Shadow Type to Ray Trace, but as we add
more layers the render times will take
a beating. m shows a comparison, with
times. We’ll go with Interpolate with
Shadow Depth set at 24.

The Strand Tool is a great way to sort out ingrowing hairs. Lowering the stiffness will make it
easier to use.

The fur is still a little sparse, so we’ll make it
denser. We have already set our gradient to go
as high as 100% but the text value of Max Fiber
Density is capping it at 40%. If we up that value
to 100% we get a much nicer result.

l

07

Creating the Mid-Coat. Right Click on the
undercoat Layer and choose Clone, then
copy the undercoat surface (the Copy button on
the FiberFX Panel) to this new surface (the Paste
button). I removed the Bias Map, and used a
heavier Gravity value instead.

Once you have set up the first gradient, it’s just a matter of pasting it into other channels
and tweaking values and parameters.

m

B

Default Shadowing isn’t ideal for our needs. Taking the Shadow Depth up to 24 improves it greatly.

We want to get much more variation into this
layer, with sparser hair on the trunk and face
and thicker, longer, denser hair on the body. So
we’ll edit our Max Density gradient, changing the
driving weight map to fur_length, adding a key
at 33.3% with a Value of 70% and take the 100%
keys’ Value to 150%. We’ll reinforce this by taking
Max Fiber Density to 150% also.
Now let’s look at the thickness of our fur. We’ll
copy our Max Density gradient to Fiber Width,
changing the 33.3% keys’ Value to 100% and the
100% keys’ Value to 300%. This way the fur on
the trunk will be wispy and thicker on the main
body. Finally we will replace the Scale gradient, again with the Max Density gradient. We’ll
change the same two Values, this time to 20%
and 120% respectively.
As the hair gets longer we want it to get frizzier
and clumpier. Start by adding our gradient to
Fiber Kink. Remove the key at 33.3% and move
the key at 100% to 90%, changing its’ Value to
30%. Copy this gradient to Tuft, changing the
90% keys’ Value to 60%.

ings.
l Undercoat layer with sett

Fina
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To get the clumpy appearance, we only want it
where the hair is long. Copy the gradient from
Tuft to Clump, moving the Key at 0% to 60% and
moving the 90% to 95%, changing its Value to
80%. Set Blending Mode to Alpha. Beneath this

o

The Main coat without the under-fur.

we will put a Procedural layer, Hybrid Multi-Fractal, with
a 30mm Scale. This will help break up the clumps in the
longer areas.
As this hair Layer is going to be coarser, we want to
lower its Specular and Diffuse in the Shading Tab (to
20% and 60% respectively). The thing is to tweak it until
your happy.
I’ve covered the main changes in
final result of the layer.

o

, along with the

08

On to Guide Layer. With the guides, we will break
up the uniformity of the main coat using a large
Guide Radius (300mm) and a couple of Clusters with
Cluster Radius (150mm). Like the Main Coat layer,
the Specular is kept low. You can copy Hybrid
Multi-Fractal into Bump and Clump, with
Scales of 100mm and 50mm respectively, to
break up the lines even more.

09

All Covered. Hopefully this tutorial
is a good starting point for working with FiberFX in LightWave. The feature has many good qualities and can
quickly deliver outstanding results.

Special thanks to Graham Toms,
3D Education Specialist at NewTek,
for the mammoth model.

The loose fur without the under-fur.

Dan Barker
Dan Barker a freelance artist based
in Hackney, London, whose work has
covered everything from communitybased art projects and game design
to IT infrastructure. He is currently
working on a short-film project with
local kids and hopes he’ll survive.

By Dan Barker
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Tutorial

By Michael Green

Experimenting
with Nodes
58 || LightWave
LightWave Magazine
Magazine || www.lightwave3d.com
www.lightwave3d.com
58

In this tutorial we’ll explore some node based
techniques that will hopefully encourage you to
investigate the potential of nodes in LightWave 3D.
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follow the particles. Part info can give us the position of each piece
A

and we can subtract that from the particle’s position to make the
pieces follow the particles exactly.
Add a Maths>Vector>Subtract node and connect the Position output
of the Particle Info to the top input of the Subtraction and the oPos
output of the Part Info node to the second input of the Subtraction.
Connect the output of the subtraction to the Move of the Part
Move node and the pieces should now follow the particles’ motions
exactly.

a

b
e

f

07

Now we’ll add more power. Add a Maths>Vector>Scale node.
Connect the Particle Info’s Position output to the Vector

input of the Scale node and the output of the Scale node to the

01

Let’s start with something simple. Go into Modeler and create some

Deformation tab. This adds a multitude of useful nodes

the end. If you drag the Timeline slider, the pieces of

text using the Text tool in the Create Tab. For this tutorial, we’ll create

to LightWave. Close the Plug-in panel, and select the logo

the logo will ripple in size as the Turbulence moves

LightWave in a fairly chunky Arial Black font set to 1m high, the default size for

object you sent to Layout. Open the Object Properties

through it, which is controlled by the null.

the text tool.

panel and go to the Deformation tab. One of LightWave’s

To exaggerate the motion add in a Gradient>Gradient

a

built in Node editors is there: click on the Tick box next

02

Now let’s slice it up using the Multiply>Subdivide>Julienne 2 tool. Mine

to it, turn it on, and click the Edit Nodes button to open

is set to the X axis, using 50 subdivisions. This is repeated in the Y axis

the panel, which is made up of two or three parts. The

set to 5 subdivisions. Use Detail>Points>Unweld to break apart these pieces and

main part is the Node layout which has the Output node

then use the Multiply>Extend>Extrude tool to turn them all into little chunks

called Displacement. On the left is the Node tree, which

of about 10cm depth.

lists all the Nodes available to LightWave categorized

b

03

Save this object and send it to Layout. Now go to http://dpont.
pagesperso-orange.fr/main_fr.htm and download DPKit from this web

page to match the version LightWave you are using. Unzip and save it to your
plug-ins directory. Press alt-F11 to open the plug-in panel, click Add Plug-ins,
and select the DPKit you just saved.
This adds a multitude
of

useful

nodes

LightWave.Close

to
the

into several groups. On the top right is a black triangle
that can enable the third part of the node editor, the
Settings panel. When open, the settings of any selected
node appear here. If it isn’t open, double click the nodes
to open their settings in another panel.

04

to Displacement>Part Move to add to the node

window. This node allows you to manipulate separate

Plug-in panel, and select

pieces of a layer individually rather than as one big

the logo object you

chunk. It has five inputs: Move, Rotation, Scale, Shift, and

sent to Layout. Open

Direction. The first three are obvious; Shift moves the

the Object Properties

pivot point of each part and Direction points the part

panel and go to the

along the vector input to it, so <0,1,0> will point the part
up (the local Y axis of the part) and <0,0,1> will point the
part down the Z axis.
Add

3dtexture>Turbulence

to

the

Scale input of Part Move, and connect
the Delta output of Part move to the
Displacement input. Some pieces of the
logo should now be smaller than the
others. Create a null (press Ctrl-n), name
it Turbulence Control and double click
the Turbulence node to open its panel.
Select the null as the Reference object
for the Turbulence, ensure Autokey is on
and move the Null around to create keys
for it along the Timeline—all the way to
60 | LightWave Magazine | www.lightwave3d.com

the one at 0 and set their alphas to 100% at .5, 300%
at 1 and 0% at 0. Connect the Alpha output of the
Turbulence node to the Input of the gradient and
connect the Alpha output of the gradient to the Scale
of the Part Move node. This should make the rippling
much more apparent. Gradients are great for taking
one set of values and turning them into another range
of values without having to use math.

d

05

Object>Particle) and choose HV Emitter for the

type as we don’t want the particles to show up in

Move input of the Part Move

renders. Set its Generator>Size to <0.1,0.1,0.1> so they

node. Open the Scale node’s

start off close together. Set the Birth Rate to 1000 and

panel and change the Scale

Generate by to Frame so all the particles are emitted

value and drag the Time

at once. Go to the Motion tab and set the velocity to

slider. By setting it to 0%, the

<0,5,0> so the particles go straight up, and then set

pieces aren’t controlled at all

Explosion to 5 so they spread out a little. Go to the

by the particles. By setting it

Etc tab and set the Gravity to <0,-9,0> so they will start

to 100%, they follow the

falling back down. Finally on the Rotation tab, set it to

particles perfectly.

Align to Path.

Node window, connect its Alpha to the

d

node and open it. Create keys at .5 and 1 to go with

Now add a Particle Emitter (Dynamics>Dynamic

c

From the DPKit submenu in the node list, go

c

f

g

e
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Create another null, and call it Controller. We’ll use this null to control the various

Press play to see a burst of particles spray out

attributes of the pieces, so we don’t have to go into different panels. Open the

and then fall down. Go to the Node editor for

Motion panel for it (press M) and go to the Controller tab. In the Scale sub-tab,

the logo again and add DPKit>Item Info>Particle Info.

set the minimum and maximum limits for X, Y and Z to 0 and 1 respectively. Now

Open its panel and select the emitter you just created

when we resize it, it won’t be larger than 1 or smaller than 0.

in the Emitter list. Choose Index for the Particle. Now

Back in the Node panel, add an Info>Item Info node. Open its settings and choose

add a DPKit> Displacement> Part Info node. Plug its
Index output into the Index input of the Particle Info
node. Now plug the Position of the Particle info node
into the Part Move’s Move input. Now the logo pieces
start to move like the particles; each piece follows
a different Particle, matching the Part index to the
Particle index. However, they are doing this on top of

the new null as the Item. Add a Tools>Vector to Scalar node. This allows us to
select from the various vector properties. In this case we want to open its panel
and select X Channel as we want the X value of the Scale output to control the
in and out blending of particle controls. Plug the Scale output from the Item
Info node into the Vector input and plug the Scalar output into the Scale node’s
Scale input.

g

their own placement in the logo so they don’t exactly
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Let’s do the same for scaling the turbulence of the pieces. Add

k

063

p

Tools>Mixer node and another Vector to Scalar node and set

it to Z. Connect them as shown below:

q

• Gradient’s Alpha to Mixer’s FG color input
• Item Info’s Scale to Vector-to-Scalar’s Vector
• Vector-to-Scalar’s Scalar to Mixer’s Opacity
• Mixer’s Color Output to Part Move’s Scale
I’m using the Mixer node as
I want the turbulence scaling

h

to fade to <1,1,1> as the
Controller’s Y goes to 0. Open
the Mixer node’s panel and
set the BG color to white,
which is <1,1,1> in the color

list to select its Y channel. Now if you key the Controller’s Y scale

spectrum. LightWave’s nodes

channel, the pieces will go from blobby to straight, and back.

are very handy in that you

12

can connect most types of
output to most types of

i

input, and LightWave will
guess what you mean. If a
color output is connected to
a vector input. For example,
black is treated as <0,0,0>,

k

Now that we have our controller set up, let’s animate.
Create an FXTools>Dynamic Objects>Wind. In the opening

Set the lifetime to the total number of frames in your

panel, set the Wind mode to be a Path type and turn Fall Off mode

animation, so particles don’t disappear halfway through.

to Off. Key the wind in a few spots at 0 in the Y axis, (press Enter

Go to the Motion tab and set Velocity to <0,0,0> and

to create keys) then key it above the ground between each of the

Explosion to 0. In the Etc tab set the gravity to <0,0,0>.

previous keys, so it will go up and down, to rest near the logo’s

Now the particles should follow the wind as it moves on

position.

its path.

l

n

o

14

red as <1,0,0>, green as

If the particles are all staying flat as they move,

<0,1,0>, and so on. This now

you might want to key the wind’s rotation to

means as you scale the
j

m

follow its path. Set the wind to Align to Path in its

Controller null in the Z, the

Motion options. Open the Motion options panel and in

random scaling of pieces

the Controllers> Rotation tab set the Heading and Pitch

will fade in and out.

controllers to Align to Path.

09

Back

in

h

Key the Controller null’s Scale to <1,1,0> just before

the

the wind reaches the end of its path so the pieces

Modeler, open the
l

Statistics window (press
W) and go to Polygon
Selection mode. Click on

the little +sign next to >4 Vertices in the Stats window to select all
polygons with more than four sides. Triple them by pressing Shift-T
and then deselect everything by pressing /. Press Shift-D to open the
Subdivide panel and select Faceted. Click okay.

are following the particles, and

when the particles

stop moving key the Controller to <0,0,0> so the logo

13

pieces fade back to their original positions and shapes.

tab. Click on the Particles in the list and then select the Particle tab.

original size.

Move the Emitter to where the wind starts at frame 0. We

A few seconds after that, key the controller to <0,0,1>

only want the wind to affect the particles, so open their

so the undulating stops and the pieces return to their

panel by pressing P for Object Properties and clicking on the FX

i

p

r
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This should result in many blobs bouncing into view and coalescing
into a logo. And there you have it. An introduction to the use of nodes

in LightWave. Don’t be afraid to experiment and see where it takes you.. I find
that effects like the one covered here are much easier to accomplish when you
experiment with the possibilities.

r

15

By Michael Green

If you’d like, create a ground

10

Make a new Morph by clicking M at the bottom of Modeler.

plane in Modeler, save it and

Where it says (base), click and drag to (new). Name this new

send it to Layout. Open the Object

morph Smooth and then press Shift-M to open the smooth panel. Set

Properties panel and go to the FX

Iterations to 30 and press okay. The pieces should be rounder now.

tab. Add FXCollision to the ground

Repeat subdividing and smoothing for smoother pieces. If you set the

and click on it to go to the settings.

morph to (base) your original sharp pieces will be there.    j

Set the Collision type to Plane and

11

reset the Radius/Level to 0 so the

should open the Graph Editor. Click on the Modifier tab and click

Now the particles should bounce

games and finds his degree in programming comes in handy when

off the ground when they hit it as if

creating LScripts for LightWave.

Go back to Layout and add Morph Mixer to your logo in the

collision occurs at the ground plane.

Object Properties>Displacement list. Open the Morph Mixer

Set the Bounce/Bind power to 120%.

panel and click on the E button next to the Smooth morph. This
Add Modifier. Select the Channel Follower plug-in. Double click it in
the list to open the panel and find the Controller null in the channel
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they are following the wind.

Michael Green
Michael Green is a 3D animation and product visualization artist
in Syndey, Australia. He began his career creating art for computer

q
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Creating a tutorial with tools and

To keep the deformations from looking

techniques that can be applied to other

overly polygonal, we will use subdivision

projects is always a challenge. However,

surfaces or SubDs. The top and bottom

not too long ago I found a thread in the

of the can need to be circular disks

LightWave forum where an artist was

composed of quads or 4-sided polygons

looking for a way to animate crushing

in a grid structure to make them as

a Coke can. After some thought, it was

compatible with SubDs as possible.

apparent that to create this type of

We don’t want the top and bottom

animation would require the can to be

to be simple n-sided polys because

made of several segments, rather than

those won’t deform well and could

a simple cylinder, to allow the areas to

easily create degenerate or non-planar

bulge and dent from the crushing force.

polygons. These types of polygons are
generally not desirable because they
tend to not render properly.

01

To begin, we need the dimensions of a standard Coke or
soda can, which are typically 2.5-inches in diameter and

4.8-inches tall. It would be ideal to use the Disk tool in Modeler

Tutorial - FiberFX

to easily create a cylinder with segmented sides, but that isn’t
possible because the top and bottom of the cylinder are single

.com

LIBERTY3D
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Crushing Cans
in LightWave By Larry Shultz

Computer Graphic Resources

Get the best training and tools made by the same VFX artists
and programmers who bring films like Iron Sky to life using LightWave3D.

Iron Sky images courtesy of Blind Spot/Energia Productions. LightWave3D Artist Credits: Kelly “Kat” Myers, Luke Whitehorn and Samuli Torssonen.

Use this coupon code: L3DSIGGRAPH2012 and get 25% off all LightWave3D related products including the brand new UberCam 2.0 from Liberty3d.com.

064

n-gons as in

a

.

02

Instead, we could create a segmented disk that is extruded—

A

this can be done in a couple of ways using the Sphere tool

to create a segmented sphere as in

b

Select the lower half of the

polys and delete them, then take the upper half of the sphere and
use the Set Value tool (see

b

) to flatten all the polys to 0 on the

Y-axis and make a segmented disk. Even though it is segmented, its
not segmented in a grid shape but rather in polys radiating from
a central point like a spider web. The same problem would occur
if we lathe a polygon into a cylindrical shape with the top and
bottom segmented the wrong way.

B
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03

067
G

The most efficient way to create our can shape
is to Select the Box tool. Hit the N (numeric) key

to bring up the Control panel for the Box tool

C

. At this

point you’re probably wondering...why are we creating a
segmented circle using the Box tool? No worries, it will
all be made clear shortly.

g

C

Set the width to 2.5-inches, height to 0, and depth to 2.5-inches.

left mouse button. The shape you get should look

Now Center X, Y and Z to 0. Push the F2 key to center the square

similar to the one shown in

you created, then push both the Shift and D keys at the same time

process on the lower three rows of polys at the

to bring up the Subdivide Polygon tool. Select Metaform and hit

bottom of the can. This time select the second widget

OK. This will cause the square to turn into eight connected polys

next to the word Shape. Set the Range to Automatic.

with eight sides

C

.

04

Select Metaform again. Repeat this again for a third time.

This should give you the results shown in

C

. We now have a circle

composed of 64 quads or four-sided polygons. To get the rest of the
can, Lasso select all the polys. Next select the Extrude tool (Shift E)
and pull the polys down slightly (you will see a blue handle). Stop
and push the N key (numeric). When the Extrude Tool Control panel

E

center of the selected polys and taper until you get
the shape shown in

g

. At this point the basic shape

of the soda can is complete.

07

Now we need to model in the detail the top
and bottom of the can. First we will create

selecting all the polys at the top of the can as shown
in

the mouse slightly to the left to insert a new row of

the Extrude Tool also tries to extrude and duplicate the internal

thin polygons. If all the polygons bevel as separate

geometry, not just the external parts. So, after extruding, switch to

polys instead of a single group, hit the N key to open

Point Mode (at the bottom left of the Modeler screen). Hit the W key

up the Multishift Control Panel and click on Group

to bring up the Statistics Tool

. Click on the + key next to where it

Polygons. It helps to also hold down the Control

reads 0 points. This will select all points not attached to polys. The

key to Constrain the shift. Now we have the same

result should be a little more than 1000 points. Once the points are

circular grid on top of the can with a thin strip of

selected, go ahead and delete them. At this point you should have a

polys around it. With the Multishift tool active, right

cylinder that looks like the one shown in

click again and drag polys down to Shift the group

d

d

. And remember, it’s good

h

. Using the Multishift tool, right click and drag

practice to always save your work often and on a regular basis.

down and create a new edge. Right click again to set

05

the tool and Inset that new group of polys inward

E

. Use the

then use the Taper Constraint Tool under the Modify Tab. Choosing the
N (numeric) key will bring up the Taper Constraint control panel to set
your Falloff to Linear controls

06

f

.

To Shape the object, select the first widget of the four that
are shown and change the shape of the curve to the shape

found in

f

. Set the Range to Fixed. Now from the Top viewport, put

the cursor in the exact center of the circular grid and taper with the

j

the lip on the outer part of the top edge. Do this by

you nice even quads. At this point it’s important to remember that

Lasso Selection tool to select the top three rows of polygons
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. Repeat the same

appears, set the number of sides to 28 or a number that will give

Next we will taper the top and bottom of the can

F

f

i

Again, in the Top Viewport, move the cursor to the

Push shift D to bring up the Subdivide Polygon tool again,

D

h

in

j

. Copy and paste them into Layer 2 then Subdivide the polys using the Shift D

keys or Subdivide tool. Set the pop up panel to Metaform. Do this a second time as
shown in

k

. Subdivide again for a third time and select the polys indicated in

k

Cut these polys from Layer 2 and paste them back into Layer 1. After the tab polys
are pasted back into Layer 1, select them again and Extrude up slightly to give some
thickness (see

l

).

like the first time we created the thin row of polys.
Repeat this process one more time and Shift the new
group of polys up slightly. This creates the lip around
the outer edge with an indentation running around
the inner edge as shown in

i

. You will need to use

Multishift four times—inset, shift down, inset, shift up.
By now the top of the can is mostly complete.

08

Next, let’s create the tab that is used to pop

.

k

open the can. Select the six polys indicated
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l

m

o

q

around the outer edge of the selected group of polys, go to the

Scale X to 3cm, Scale Y to 2mm, and Scale Z to 3cm.

back view. Press the left mouse button and carefully drag the

12

polys upward into a dome shape from the center of the polygon
group. Make sure that the deformation curve for the magnet
tool is properly adjusted as shown in

09

Select the six polys that will create the opening at the
top of the can, again as shown in

l

. Slightly adjust

the end points of this group of polys away from the group. With
the same group of polys selected, use the Taper Constraint tool
l

. Once this is done the

modeling is complete. Now we move on to some really cool parts
of Lightwave.

will see blotchy red streaks on the can which is

the weight map at full value on those points. Now we’re
and then click on the Copy button and select Copy Layer.
Now under the Paste button select Add to Layers. Next,

10

Begin by selecting all the points in the middle section

select the new layer, click on the Invert Layer button and

of the can between the top and bottom as shown in

.

change the texture Value to -1. This will now cause the

p

At the bottom right of the Modeler screen, note the Vertex Maps

green spaces between the red blotches on the can to

panel. Locate and select the weight map or W button. In the Entry

turn blue. This means these areas have negative weight

) and use the Multishift tool to Shift the polys

field to the right of the panel, select New from the list. This will

values (see

down, creating the indentations around the opening. Deselect all

bring up the Weight Maps panel. Name the new weight map we

polygons. Now push the Tab key to turn on Subdivision Surfaces

are creating “can” and give it a 0% Value. Make sure the the upper

or SubDs. Now things should appear a bit softer and rounded –see

right Viewport is set to Perspective mode and the Render mode

13

the can opening (

the right side of

m

m

. At this point we are essentially done with the

is set to Weight Shade as in

p

. With the points still selected, go

top of the can and now we can focus on the bottom. Select the

to the Map Tab and in the toolbar under the word “color”, click

polys at the bottom of the can as shown in

on the button labeled Textured Point. A panel should appear

n

. As we did when

creating the top of the can, use the Multishift tool to slightly Inset

(see

p

R

going to do a little trick. Select the current texture layer

. Now, select the six polys that are part of

to taper the group of polys back towards the center of the can
slightly
as shown in
B

o

Leave the rest of the settings at default. You

r

).

Let’s deselect All Point and change the Viewport
Render mode to texture shaded instead of

weight shaded. At the Vertex Maps panel, again at the
lower right bottom of the Modeler screen, select the M

) that says Apply Texture. Leave Offset and Scale to the

the polys and create a thin ring of polys on the outer edge of this
group. With the group of polys still selected, click on the Magnet

p

t

tool. Go to the top viewport and, using the right mouse button,
draw the bounding box around the outer edge of the selected polys
as shown in

n

that’s because we’ve created the endomorph but we haven’t changed the

. Once the bounding box for the Magnet Tool is

geometry, which we will do now. Click on the Stretch tool or use the H key
s

and Hit the N (numeric) key to bring up the Stretch Control panel. Change
the Falloff type to Weight as shown in

key for Morph Map. In the field to the right, select New
default settings. Select the Y axis. Set Vmap to Weight Map and set
the Vmap name to can. Now click on the Texture Button.

n
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11

When the Texture Panel appears (see

q

), change the Layer

type to procedural, the Procedural Type to turbulence, and

and give the morph map the name Crush

14

s

.

Leave the morph type to Relative and click
on the Create button. Now we’ve created

our first Endomorph. I know, nothing happened. But

T

.

15

Change the Horizontal and Vertical Factors to 120%. You should
see the can appear to bulge out and dent in. The red areas of the

can, which are the parts with positive weight values, stretch out while the
blue areas, or the parts with negative weights, dent in a as shown in

T

.

Everything we’ve done to change the can since creating the endomorph
called Crush is now part of the morph. Before closing the Stretch Control
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Image Courtesy David Agüero

panel, change the Falloff type back to None. Now select
all the polys in the middle of the can as shown in

u

.

16

Everything is possible.

From the back view set the cursor right at
the bottom edge of the selected polys, hold

the Ctrl (control) key down to constrain, and with
the Stretch tool still active, pull the geometry down
towards the bottom as shown in

u

.

17

Now select the top of the can at the top of

u

the viewport. Hit the T key or select the Move

these polys down to the ones we stretched down in
v

. Deselect all the polygons. Select the Taper Tool

and place the cursor at the bottom of the can in the
Back Viewport. Press the left mouse button and pull
down slowly with the mouse to get the crushed can
to taper. It should now look something like the model
shown in

w

.

18

At this point we’re done. Change the morph

v

back to Base in the Vertex maps panel. You

can now switch between Base and Crush to see the
difference. Save the object and then send it to Layout
and apply Morphmixer to the can.

19

x

shows the Base and Endomorph side-

by-side. As you move the slider for the Crush

endomorph you will see the can crush in real time.

By Larry Shultz
w

x

Larry Shultz
Larry Shultz, known in the
LightWave community as
SplineGod, has been involved
with computer graphics since
the 1980s and has worked
at several high-profile
studios, including Foundation
Imaging and Warner Bros. His
video tutorials are available
on www.liberty3d.com and
on theSplineGod YouTube
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channel.
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073

Utilizing GoZ
for Polypainting
in LightWave 11
The new GoZ feature for polypainting objects in ZBrush can be
used to greatly streamline surfacing workflow in LightWave 11.
This powerful new addition uses the Spotlight Projection feature to
simplify the painting of textures to models from other images. The

end result can be anything from cartoon-like to realistic to hyperrealistic. After a polypainted model is finished, simply use GoZ to
transfer your model back into LightWave—you can do this as many
times as you’d like without having to set up any of the maps again.

By Cody Burke
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01

Our model for this tutorial is Lily, a character

075
G

created at The DAVE School for its Block 4, Doctor

Who animated fan film Doctor Who:The Dream Child. She was
polypainted in ZBrush for the project and will be our test
model for this tutorial.

e

f

g

B

Lily’s skin and clothes were textured completely by polypainting in
a

Zbrush—touchups and color correction were done in Adobe Photoshop. In

Projection, which is a fast and powerful way

this tutorial, you will see how easy it is to texture your objects in Zbrush

to load an image, place it over the model,

and seamlessly transfer them back into the LightWave 11

and paint on the texture. To do this, go to the

Modeler

without having to manually set up a map.

Texture tab, and import your image. Select

02

the top right icon, which has a little plus

In this tutorial, we will use the base model of Lily’s head to
demonstrate polypainting. If you would like to download a new

model (similar to the Lily model used here) and follow along with the
tutorial, visit the LightWave web site at www.lightwave3d.com/learn.

B

a

03

When utilizing the GoZ feature in LightWave 11, you can choose
from several different options for polypainting. For this tutorial,

however, we will lay out the UV maps for Lily’s head in the LightWave
Modeler. These can also be laid out in Zbrush, but the program requires
one UV map for the model. You can bring in other parts of the object
separately for polypainting.

b

04
c

Spotlight.

f

08

Make sure that you go to the Brush
tab>Samples and enable Spotlight

Projection. You can use the wheel of options
to scale your image, then move and place
it over your model. Hit “Z” to remove the
options wheel and begin painting. Shift+Z

the image edited in Photoshop for the different layers of skin.

use this one to lay down a base

out an OBJ file. Now with GoZ support in LightWave 11, we simply go

coat.

to the new I/O tab in Modeler and click GoZ; ZBrush will launch with

09

c

j

To add freckles to
Lily’s face, change

Stroke to DragRect and select
Alpha 07 from the Alpha

05

menu. Change

can morph the UV to make sure it is the exact map we created in

of the skin to be slightly

Next, go to the Polypaint option and select, Colorize. You can
polypaint the model with the SkinShader4 material, which is

located under the Materials window on the top right.

the

color

darker and begin drawing

d

06
07

i

g

If you scroll down and select the UV Map option on the right, you

Modeler, and then morph it back into the object.

option on the right and select “New From Polypaint”—you will see

the UV map generated in the little icon. Now select “Clone Textr,” which
will send your UV map to the texture tab where it can be saved out and

polypainting, but I prefer to

perspective window. Polypainting is best done at a high resolution—use

10

Once you are happy with your model, go to the Texture Map

Many different options are available when

gone into the Surface Editor and selected our UV before saving

Lily under the Tools menu. Select Lily, and draw her out in the main

i

will hide the image, and “Z” will bring it back.

At this point in previous versions of LightWave, we would have

Ctrl+D to subdivide your object a few times.

d

and minus symbol, to add your image to the

e

j

out the freckles. It’s best to
do this with Symmetry off
to add randomization. (Note:
Symmetry is the, “X” key.)

h

h

There are many ways to polypaint in Zbrush—it really comes
down to the look you want to achieve. Start with Spotlight
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k

11

ZBrush will be set to transfer back
and forth between Modeler, but if

you select the “R” icon next to GoZ, you
can change it to Layout. If this is your first
time utilizing GoZ you will be prompted
by a window of reminders. Make sure that
everything is configured properly and hit
Continue.

k

12

Now that we’re back in LightWave
Modeler you can go to the Surface

Editor and select the Texture Editor for Color.
As you can see, everything was automatically
setup, including the projection, UVMap, and
image.

l

l

13

Edit the main map in Photoshop
to add more detail and create

additional layers of skin. Once you’re happy
with the result, you can start applying Lily’s
other features and bring her to life.

m

Lily model credits: Modeled and textured by
Cody Burke. Hair by Aine Graham. Rigging
by Scott Sailing. Lily was used on the DAVE
School production fan film, “Doctor Who - The
Dream Child” directed by Dan Smith and
created entirely with LightWave.

B

By Cody Burke

Cody Burke
Cody Burke recently joined
the NewTek team as a
LightWave demo artist and
editor. He will be sharing
his LightWave knowledge
with other artists in a
variety of ways, including
featured LightWave video
m

tutorials on the new
LightWave3d.com web site
and TheOfficialLightWave
Channel on YouTube.
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